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PPEFACE 

For some time the writer has been interested in the various ques

tions which, within the field of intra-inclividual variability and inter

test variability. concern the problems involving specific mental abili

ties as being associated with specific academic achievement, and more 

precisely, has been interestea. in the questions which concern the prob

lems involving specific sub-test scores of the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelli

gence Scale a,s being related to the specific marks that a, pupil obta,ins 

in various classes of a,ca.demic subject ma.tter in the secondary schools. 

This study is an a,ttempt to discover certain characteristic rela

tionships between specificity in intelligence sub-tests and specificity 

in academic mark areas. 

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. S. L. Ree cl 

and Dr. Melvin Rigg for their helpful suggestions a.na. criticisms in the 

formulation of the problem. To the schools wherein this study wa.s ma,a.e, 

the writer wishes to express his apprecfa,tion for their cooperation in 

making the collection of the data possible. 
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CHAPTER I 

INT:OODUCTION 

0 rientation 

The question of specificity of mental abilities is one about which 

much controversy has prevailed among psychologists. The concept of 

specificity of mental abilities as being associated with specificity of 

school achievement is also a point of controversy , not only in the field 

of psycholo but in the field of education , Regardless of whatever it 

is that is being measured by intelligence tests , the evidence of multi-

score intelligence tests has reveaJ.ed that there is variation in the 

individual I s ability to achieve on the various sub-tests of mu1 ti-score 

intelligence tests . Will the meaning of this variation continue to be 

ignored or treated lightly? An answer to this question , which is a1so 

a, point of departure for this investigation, may be expressed in the 

words of Anastasi .1 

There is a. rapidly growing realization , however , that the question of 
variation among the i ndividual ' s abilities deserves serious and system
atic consideration and should be investigated in its own right. This 
problem is gradual l y coming to be regarded as even more important than 
the establishment of the individual I s general level of performance. 

2 She further writes : ~ 

In planning an educational program for a given individuaJ. , or in helping 
him to choose a. vocation , it is of the greatest importa.nce to know his 
strong and his weak points . Total scores on intelligence tests can be 
used only in a very crude and general sort of educational and vocational 
guidance .•.• 

1Anne Anastasi, Differential Psychology, (New York , 1947), pp. 
258-59 

2Ibid. , pp. 259-60 . 

1 



If the individual's abilities were all more or less on a dead level, a 
single sununary score would be quite informative . :But if appreciable 
variation in t he i ndividual 1 s standing in different tra its is the rule, 
then such a score is crude at best and may upon occasion be definitely 
misleading . It is essential , therefore , to inquire into the extent of 
varia tion within the individual. 

2 

It has been the observation of the writer that it is common practice 

in some schools either to disregard the question of specificity of the 

individual 's mental abilities or to trea t his mental abilities as be ing 

more or less on an even level. The effect of this practice is to expect 

the performance of an individual in any given school subject to be in 

line with the general level of his mental abilities , i.e., his intelli-

gence quotient. For general purposes , intellig-ence quotients may have 

great utility in predicting the general level of a pupil I s marks, i.e., 

his mark average. However , a study of the literature does, not necessar-

ily justify the prediction of marks in a given school subject from t he 

knowledge of intelligence quotients . For i ~stance, while studies have 

been made showing that intelligence quotients will predict some mark 

averages (i.e., marks in some , not aJ.l, subjects may be predicted), the 

literature does not show that , within the area of school subjects in 

which an intelligence quotient has efficiency as a predictive device, 

different i al predictions can be made; i .e ., that a given pupil will do 

better in English than in Mathematics. 

Also, the literature suggests t hat global predictions of mark aver-

age s from intelligence quotients account for only a part of the differ-

ence in school achievement . Since global predictions do not t ake into 

account the variation within the individual t o achieve on intelligence 

sub-tests and school subjects (al though variation is known to exist), it 

may be likely that inquiry into t his variation, for the purpose of dif-

ferential predict ion, will account for another part of the difference i n 
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school achievement. If so, and if the instrument of prediction is a 

multi-score intelligence test, the inclusion of the evidence of differ

ential prediction with the evidence of global prediction would be expected 

to increase the efficiency of intelligence tests as a predictive device. 

Proceeding on the assumption that more evidence is needed for a 

fuller understanding of the problems of relationship between school 

achievement and intelligence, this study seeks to go beyond global pre

dictions of mark aver ages from intelligence quotients and inquire into 

variation within the individual in order to show relationships between 

patterns of marks in school and patterns of sub-test scores in intelli

gence tests. More accurately , from patterns of variation within the 

individual, this study seeks to show relationships between scatter pat

terns of marks in mark areas and scatter patterns of mental ability 

scores in mental ability areas as these terms a~e defined in the sub

heading 11 Definitions . 11 Furthermore, this study seeks to make possible 

differential predictions of pupil scatter patterns of marks from knowl

edge of pupil scatter patterns of intelligence sub- tests. In order to 

do this, the patterns must be found and the relationships calculated, 

It is to this task that the effort of this investigation is directed . 

Organization of the Study 

The preceding pages have introduced the origin , need , purpose, and 

character of the study, and have briefly discussed certain implications; 

the following pages of Chapter I state the problem , define the terms, 

list tm ba,sic assmnptions, and state tm basic hypothesis. Chapter II 

summarizes research in scatter and related studies. Chapter III defines 

the research population and the sources of the original data, reports 
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the methods of collecting and quantifying the data, and briefly reviews 

the procedures a.nd problems involved in the quantification of the data. 

Chapter IV relates the intelligence sub-test data to the mark data and 

further develops the data . Chapter V applies the methods and techniques 

selected for approaching an analysis of the original data, and reports 

the results of BJ)plying the techniques to each area of investigation. 

Chapter VI is a report of the cross-validation of the study. Cha,pter VII 

gives a summary of the development of the problem , evaluates the results, 

notes implications, makes suggestions, end fornrulates conclusions. 

The Problem 

The problem was to discover whether patterns of marks3 which pupils 

receive in school studies are related to patterns of sub-test scores 

which pupils receive in the Wechsler-Bellevue intelligence4 scale, and 

if so, what characteristic relationships5 exist. 

In order to bring_ the problem within the scope of an adequ.a.te in-

vestigation, three general axeas of school studies and three combinations 

of the V/echsler-Bellevue sub-tests were selected. The areas of school 

studies selected were English. Mathematics, and Social Science. These 

areas were selected because each pupil had taken these courses of study 

and had received marks in them which contributed to the data .6 The 

various sub-tests of the Wechsler-Bellevue were reduced, through sta

tistical treatment,7 to t hree combinations of sub-tests by reason of 

3see Me,rks under sub-heading 11 Defini tions . 11 

· 4see Intelligence, Ibid. 

5see Characteristic relationships, Ibid. 

6see sub-heading "Mark Data, 11 Chapter III. 

7The statistical treatment is described in Chapter IV. 
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their agreement in mean scatter8 relationships within g-ood and poor pupil 

categories. The combinations found were called mental ability areas,9 

and each mental ability area was represented by a composite ability 

called Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and Mentai Ability C. The 

problem was then reduced to finding the relationships between intra

individuallO scatter patterns11 of marks as derived from three areas of 

school studies and intra-individual scatter patterns of mental ability 

scoresl2 as derived from three areas of mental abilities .13 

Principal Assumptions 

In as much a s the hypotheses to be tested concerned the measurement 

of scatter, 14 the principal assumptions underlying the formulation of 

hypotheses deal primarily with the principles of scatter . They may be 

stated as follows : (1) in dealing with differences of normalized scores 

and their means , the operation of subtraction by which such differences 

are obtained cancels out the general factor which is involved in the 

scores and in the means; 15 (2) the differences obtained from this opera-

tion are compara,ble for aey two individuals , rega,rdless of intelligence 

8s ee Mean scatter under sub-heading 11 Defini tions. 11 

9see Mental ab ility area, Ibid . 

lOsee Intra-individual,~. 

11see Scat ter pattern, Ibid. 

12see Mental ability score, Ibid. 

13see Mentai ab ility, Ibid. 

14see Scatter, Ibid . 

15navid Rapaport, Merton Gill, and Roy Schafer, Diagnostic Psycho
logical Testing, Vol. l, (Chicago, 1946), p . 49. 
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quotient or mark average; and (3) since the individual normalized scores 

and their mean represent the general position of the individual's abil-

i ty in relation to the research population, it is presumed that his 

scores in marks and intelligence are comparable, 

Basic Hypothesis 

Since it is known that there is variation in the individual's abil-

ity to achieve on the various sub- tests of multi-score intelligence 

tests, and since it is known tha,t there is variation in the individual 1 s 

ability to achieve in various school subjects, the basic hypothesis which 

underlies the problems of consideration in this investigation is stated 

as follows: cha,racteristic relationships exist between scatter patterns 

of marks and scatter patterns of intelligence . 

Definitions 

Marks . Marks are the scores which have been derived from teacher 

evaluation of a pupil's school work in a given school subject for the 

duration of one semester. 

Intelligence . Intelligence is defined by the administration and 

scoring, by the writer , of the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, 

Form I, 

Scatter ,16 Scatter is a term borrowed from the literature of re-

search in clinical psychology . It is used to denote differences of 

scores within a group of scores. Any difference may imply either a raw 

difference between two scores or a difference of a score from the mean 

of the scores . As used in this study, scatter is defined as mean scatter . 

l6David Rapaport, Merton Gill , and Roy Schafer, Dia..gnostic Psycho
logical Testing , Vol. 1, p . 4B . 



Mean scatter.1 7 Me~m scatter is the difference between any single 

score and the mean of all the scores. 

Scatter pattern. A scatter pattern may be a_efined as the configu-

ration or composite shape of two or more points of deviation such as is 

revealed on a profile or scattergram .1 8 Sca,tter pattern, as used in 

this study, is the pe,ttern found by the deviation of three scores from 

the mean of the three scores. 

Intre,-individual. Intra-individual is defined as being within the 

individual. 

Mental abilit_l ~· A mental ability aree, is a particule,r com-

bination of Wechsler-EeJ.levue sub-tests. 

Menta1 ability. A mental a:bility is the composite ability which 

represents a particular combina.tion of Wechsler-Bellevue sub-tests. 

Mental abilitir score. A mental ability score is the meim score of 

a particular rombination of Wechsler-Bellevue sub-tests. 

7 

Characteristic rele,tionships. Chara.cteristic relationships a.re, in 

this study, stc:,.tistically significant relationships in agreement, or in 

difference. 

l? Ibid. , p. 53. 

18 4 Ibid., p. 8. 



CHAPTER II 

RESEARCH IN SCATTER AND BELATED STU'DIES 

Studies of scatter and scatter patterns in multi-score situations 

a re compar a tively new to educational resea rch literature. Scatter 

studies firs t appear in the literature as studies in clinical psychol-

ogy. The review of the literature on scatter studies is divided into 

two groups of studies : (1) scatter in inter-test comparisons, and (2) 

scatter on the Vlechsler-:Sellevue Intelligence Scale. Research related 

to this study was found to be somewhat limited. The related studies 

included in the review are those which, in the opinion of the writer, 

had some bearing on the study which the writer was making. 

Summary of Research in Scatter Studies 

The greater part of the summary of research in scatter studies was 

1 taken from the review of the literature by the Rapaport study. 

Scatter in inter-test comparisons . Inter-test means between tests. 

Research in clinical psychology made use of various test scores to find 

relationship s between the scatter of test scores in one diagnostic group 

of patients and the scatter of test scores in another dia~nostic group 

of patients. 
2 

Hunt and Cofer, in a study of scatter in inter-test comparisons, 

reviewed some studies by English factor analysts who attempted to study 
scatter in terms of Spearman's factors : general ability (g), persevera-

1D. Rapaport, M. Gill, and Roy Schafer, Diagnostic Psychological 
Testing, Vol. 1, Appendices. 

2Ibid. , p. 551. 
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tion (p), fluency (f), will (w), and speed. These investigators found 
that manics low in 11 g11 were high in llfll, and that depressives had llffl 
scores relatively lower than 11 g11 scores. Schizophrenics with a very 
high 11p 11 were relatively inaccessible. 

Eijou3 reviewed investigations which made use of patterns of inter-

test comparisons in four different diagnostic classifications: "psy-

chotics, habituaJ. criminals, adolescent delinquents , mental defectives 

and children. 11 

Psychotic patients regardless of dia.gnosis showed the same general pat
tern: highest score on Terman vocabulary, second highest on Stanford
Binet, lowest on any of the performance tests •••• Bijou found the 
same pattern to hold for habitual criminals •••• Most delinquents and 
mental defectives exhibited a strikingly different pattern: low vocabu
lary and Stanford-Binet scores, with relatively high Performance I.~.'s. 

Hunt and Older,4 in another study of scatter in inter-test compari-

sons, 

administered a battery of four short verbal tests, two written and two 
oral, to naval recruits with psychopathic personality , organic involve
ment, and schizophrenia. The psychopaths were distinctly better on the 
written than on the orai tests . 

Three studies of inter-test comparisons show rela tionships between 

verbal and performance scores. 11Piotrowsk15 showed that schizophrenic 

children were poorer on performance tests, whereas congenitally defective 

children were poorer on verbal tests. 11 

Broczy-6 reviewed investigations in which performance tests were compared 
with verbal tests. There was general agreement that psychiatric patients 
(especially psychotics) were less proficient on the performance t ha,n on 
the verbal tests. 

4 Ibid., p. 552. 

5Ibid. 

6 Ibid., p. 551, 
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Bijou and Bijou and McCandless 7 showed that those with impaired perfonn
ance I .~.'s were the most poorly behaved, most unstable, and least likely 
to ad.just adequately in the training school situation, while those whose 
performance I .~ . was better made a good life adjustment . 

Some studies introduce evidence that other factors are related to 

inter- test comparisons , 11J astak and Bijou8 report that a disparity be-

tween arithmetic achievement scores and reading achievement scores appar-

ently parallels the disparity between performance and verbal I .Q.. 1 s . 11 

11 Bijou9 showed that using the two patterns together makes possible a 

more accurate prediction of ' behavior efficiency ' .11 Also , 11Ea.rt°demon-

strated that a discrepancy in scores on two verbal tests or on two per-

formance tests can also be used as an indicator of emotional instability . " 

Scatter on the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale . Since the Wechsler-Bellevue 

Scale consists of eleven sub-tests, it is easily adapted to inter-test 

comparisons. The first studies of scatter in the Wechsler-Bellevue were 

used as a means of evaluating scatter methods . 

One of the first studies was by Gilliland.11 11He found scatter to 

be 35 per cent greater in psychotics than in normals" and by the use of 

sub- test inter-correlations, he found that there were also pattern dif-

ferences between the groups . 

In a following study by Gilliland, Wittman, and Goldman,12 scatter 

methods were used to determine : 11 (a) the significance of differences 

7rbid. , p. 552. 

8Ibid. 

9rbid. 

lOibid. 

11rbid . 

12Ibid,, p. 553. 
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between mean weighted scores of ve,rious clinical groups on each subtest 

and (b) the significance of differences in a111ount of intra-test vari-

ance . 11 No statisticaJ.ly significant results were found. 

Weider,13 also studying differences in mean weighted scores, showed that 
young schizophrenics were significantly less proficient on the Digit Sym
bol subtest than were normals; older schizophrenics were less proficient 
on Digit Symbol, Object Assembly, and Picture Arrangement. 

Weider, 14 in another investigation, compared groups with respect to 

11 the re.nk ord.er of mean subtest scores ,11 He found tha.t schizophrenics 

were superior on Information end Comprehension and inferior on Object 

Assembly. 

Rabin, 15 seeking "specific patterns of subtest scores, ranked the 

subtests in order of magnitude of mean weighted scores e.nd compared the 

patterns thus obtained from a group of schizophrenics and a group of 

nurses." No results were reported, but the procedure was considered to 

be an e,dvance in scatter methods. 

Rabin16 also devised an index of sub-test scores, 11e. 1 schizophrenic 

index• which was the ratio of Information plus Comprehension plus Block 

Design to Digit Symbol plus Object Assembly plus Similarities. 11 Using 

clinical diagnosis e,s the criterion, the index 11 successfully differen-

tiated the schizophrenics from the neurotics, norma.ls, e,nd in e, later 

study from the manics. 11 

The method of intra-individual scatter comparisons was first sug

gested by Brown, Rapaport, et al .17 This brings re search in scatter 

13Ibid. 

14Ibid. 

15Ibid. 

16Ibid. 

17Ibid. 
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closer to the methods used by the writer. 

These investigators determined the deviation of each of an individua.1 1 s 
subtest scores from the mea,n of all of his subtest scores: they computed 
also the deviation of each of his verbal subtest scores from his verbal 
mean, and of each of his performance subtest scores from his performance 
mean. The mean deviation scores of schizophrenics, neurotics, d.epres
sives, ana. che,racter disorders on each subtest were compared. 

The method proved fruitful in that differences were found in various 

phases of psychological testing and diagnosis of mental malad,justments. 

Wechsler, lS in the ttMec1.surement of Aclul t Intelligence, 1t reported. 

the clinice.l impressions gained from using ve,rious scatter methods. He 

ge,ve illustrative cases a,nd showed tables of plus end minus sca,tter of 

the sub-test scores for: 11 (1) orge.nic bra,i:n disea.se, ( 2) schizophrenics, 

(3) neurotics, (l.~) psychope,ths, a.nd (5) mental defectives. 11 For exmnple, 

schizophrenics scored highest in Vocabulary end Information, am1 lowest 

in Digit Symbol and Object Assembly; they may or may not score low on 

Comprehension, S imile,ri ties, 1::md. Picture Completion, depending on the 

type of schizophrenia. 

Maga,retl9 found that the scores ma.de by schizophrenics scs.tter more 

the.n the scores made by non-psychotics. Specifically, the Voca:bul8,ry 

e,nd In.fonM.tion scores of the schizophrenics were signific2ntl;t fa.rther 

B.bove the mea.:n than were the Vocebule.ry Emd Informe.tion scores of the 

non-psychotics, end the Digit SyTiibol t:md Comprehension scores of the 

schizophrenics were sie;nificantly farther below the mean tha,n were the 

Digit S;ymbol end Comprehension scores of the non-psychotics. 

18navid Wechsler , The Ii1e:c1.suremen t of ~ ~11 igen.ce. pp. 146-

1 9n. Rape,port, M. Gill, encl Roy Schafer, Di:c1.gnostic Psychological 
Testing, Vol. l, p. 55l.~. 
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11 In a later pa.per, Magaret a.nd Wright20 demonstrated significant 

differences between schizophrenics and mento.l a.efectives in the devia.tion 

scores on several subtests ." 

Rabin21 also used intra-individual methods of scatter in a later 

study. 

An inspection of his dB.ta. reveals a, :pattern of mean deviation scores in 
schizophrenics simile,r to tb8.t obtained by Magaret. This wa.s especially 
true for pa.tients who were retested about a year after they were ailmitted 
to the hospital. 

Torra.nee, 22 in a, case study of two boys, ma.de profiles of intra-

individual variability in the sub-test scores of the Wechsler-Bellevue 

Scale. He showed how two boys with similar intelligence quotients at a 

high level reflected different background.s a,nd different .patterns of 

in'i;elligence, al though the general level of intelligence of ea.ch boy was 

a;pproximately the same. 

The next step in the development of scatter analysis was to use a 

combination of intra-individual scatter methods. The use of these meas

ures for a_ifferential diagnosis was first suggested by Vlechsler. 23 The 

measures that V/echsler recommended were: 11 (1) verbal minus performance 

scores, ( 2) deviation of subtest scores, a,nd (3) specific subtest rela-

tion.ships , 11 

The first stu<zy demonstrating the advantage of using a combination of 
measures was made by Levi .2 He differentiated_ e,dolescent psychopa,ths 

20ibid. 

21Ibid. 

22p. Torrance, 11Getting More Tha..n an I .Q,. from Elementary School 
Children," Elementary School Journal, XXXXVIII (June, 1948), pp. 550-56. 

23n. Rapaport, M. Gill, and Roy Schafer, Diagnostic Psychological 
Testi:!!€,, Vol. 1, p. 554. 

24Ibid. 
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from 11on-psychopa.ths; the f'onner have a, significantly higher percentage 
of cases with (1) performance I .Q. eleven or more points above verbal 
I .r~., end (2) Picture Arrangement plus Object Assembly scores higher 
tha.11 Pic'Gure Completion plus Block Design scores. 

Scha.fer B,nd Rapaport25 11 a.efined several mee.sures of subtest inter-

rela,tionships. • •• 11 They were: 11 (1) vocabulary sce,tter, ( 2) modified 

mee.n scatter, (3) inter-subtest comparisons, and (4) very high or very 

low weighted scores. 11 

The sub-tests of the Vlechsler-:Bellevue bege.n to be used as a means 

of differential diagnosis in clinicaJ. psychology and had introduced a 

need for research stucLies in clinics,l psychology to give a. re,tionale or 

sunm1ary of functions underlying proficiency on ea.ch of the sub-tests. 

1/lechsler, 26 the e:uthor of' the Wechsler-Bellevue Scale, haa. given a, 

a.escription of the sub-tests and had offered scattered comments of 

rationale in the text which reported his work in developing the sub

tests. Later, Magaret27 e:qiressed the need for determining the ret?,sons 

for the successes and the failures which she observed in schizophrenics. 

She found that neither difference of time limits nor motivation could 

account for the successes or the failures. Machover2S "offered some 

r~.tionale 1;o account for his findings, but did not present e. rationale 

for each of the subtests. '' Rabin29 referred "only to impairment of 

'alertness and speed of association•, or to 'initiative in seeking and 

25Ibid. 

26David V/echsler, ~ Measurement .2f Adult Intelligence, pp. 73-
101. 

27n. Rapaport, M. Gill, Dnd Roy Schafer, Diagnost!_q Psychological 
Testillj?;, Vol. 1, p. 554. 

2Srbid. 

29rbid. 



achieving an unknown goaJ.' • n The first systematic approach to the ra-

tionale and various functions underlying the specific sub-tests was 

offered by Rapaport, :Brown, et ai,3° and was developed further by 

Reichard s.nd Scha.fer.31 

Later, in virtually a sequel to the Rapaport study, Schafer32 re-

ported his findings from a study of both quantitative a.nd qualitative 

feat-u.res in sub-test relationships. He found that certain patterns of 

qualitative features were of vaJ.ue in differentiating clinical features 

of mental patients. 

Summary of Research in Related Studies 

15 

Relatively few studies closely related to the present investigation, 

other than those reviewed in the foregoing section, were found. The 

studies reviewed here are considered to be closely related to the present 

investigation because they either used methods similar to scatter meth-

ods, attempted predictions of school achievement from sub-test scores of 

multi-score tests, attempted differentia1 prediction of school achieve-

ment from intelligence test scores, or showed a need for the present 

investige,tion. 

Tilton33 reviewed studies of mental unevenness and brightness by 

Woodrow, and made a stuttr of evenness at different levels of the in-

telligence quotient. Using the group tests of National Intelligence 

30Ibid. 

3libid. 

32Roy Schafer, The ClinicaJ. Application 2.f. Psychologica1 Test~, 
(New York, 1948), pp. 346. 

333 • Vl. Tilton, "Relation be tween I. Q. and Tra,i t Difference as 
Measured by Group Intelligence Tests," Journa1 of Educationa1 Psychology, 
XXXVIII (October, 1947), pp. 343-52. 
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Scale, Detroit Prima,cy Intelligence Test, Pintner General. Ability Test, 

Kulmann-Anderson, and the Terman-McNemar Test of Mental Ability, he found 

that bright pupils were S per cent more even than average pu;pils, and 

that dull :pixpils were 10 per cent less even than average pupils with 

regard to the scatter of scores from the intelligence tests. 

Goodma..n.34 reviewed several studies a,nd found tha.t the scores on the 

Thurstone Primary Abilities Tests correlated with mark averages used as 

the criterion of college success, and that the test scores correlated 

with marks in certain courses to some degree. Verbal. ability showed the 

highest correlation with school marks of any ability measured by the 

tests. It was suggested that the scores can be used for prediction of 

success in college. 

Shaw35 used Chicago Tests of Primary Abilities to find relationships 

between primary mental abilities and certain achievement tests. Oombi-

nations of selected primary mental abilities were found to be highly re-

lated to the achievement scores; however, not all of the mental abilities 

cont:ributed to the relationships. 

Hudson,36 in part of a larger study sponsored by the American Coun-

cil on Education, ma.de an investigation of the relationship of primary 

mental abilities and scholastic success in professional schools. Using 

the Wherry-Doolittle test selection method, he found multiple correlation 

34charles H. Goodman, "Prediction of College Success by Means of 
Thurstone' s Primary Mental Abilities Tests," Educational and Psychologi-
cal Measurement, IV, No. 2 (1944), pp. 125-l.f.o. -

35n. O. S haw, II Study of the Rela,tionships Between Thurstone' s 
Primary Mental Abilities and High School Achievement," Journal E.£ Edu
cational Psychology:, XXX (April, 1949), pp. 239-49. 

36-.l:I. H. Hudson, IIRelation of Primary Mental Abilities to Scholastic 
Success in Professional Schools," Journal E.£ Experimental. Education, X 
(Ma.rch, 1942), pp. 179-s2. 
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scores of .611.i., .577, and .~.16, respectively, between the criterion of 

scholastic success and the fa,ctor scores of engineering, journa.lism, ax1d 

medicine, respectively. The results suggested that tests for primary 

abilities have some va.lue in ea.ucational and vocational cou..>1seling. 

Ryan,37 in a stud_.y of native eapacity of intelligence in relation to 

achievement tests in Mathematics, found that correlations of general in-

telligence scores with scores representing qua,rtiles of success in 

Algebra, and with scores representing quartiles of success in General 

Mathematics, tended. to disagree. He indicated that further study w/3,S 

needed. 

Hingsburg3$ made a study in which he compared. the median intelli-

gence quotient of four different group intelligence tests to achievement 

in (1) a.cademic courses, (2) commercial courses, and (3) general courses. 

Strong similarities were found. in the results, and it was suggested that 

it was not wise to classify pupils on the basis of the general level of 

intelligence alone. 

Borow39 ma.de a survey of numerous studies in which intelligence test 

scores were used. Re found. that the average correlation of intelligence 

test quotients with mark averages in college was approximately .~·5; 

multiple correlation coefficients range from .38 as reported by Darley 

to .64 as reported by Ellison and by Edgerton. He suggests that the 

37rv1. M. Ryan, "Intercorrelations in Uative Ca,paci ty and Accomplish
ments in Mathematics Courses, 11 School and Society, LXX (September, 1949), 
pp. 183-S4. -· 

3So. Hingsburg, "Relationship of Scholastic Avera.ge to the I .Q,., 11 

High Points, XXXII (April, 1950), pp. 73-76. 

39Henry J3orow, "Current Problems in the Prediction of College Per
formance," Journal of~ American Association of College Re~istrars, 
XXII (October, 19'46;,' pp. ll~-26. 
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greater part of the difference among college students in school achieve

ment is still unaccounted for by the instruments of pred.iction in current 

use. 



C HA.prli:E R I I I 

COLLEC 1I1ION A1TD Q;fJANTIJ?ICATION OF i:t1HE ORIGIMAI. DATA 

The Research Population 

The research populati_2E: define~.. The research population selected. 

for this investigation may be ,lefined as the senior pupils of Class B 

( under 200 high school pupils) oil field high schools in Rusk County, 

Texas, for the school year of 1950-51. The research population consisted 

of 130 high school seniors, 74 boys and 56 girls, chosen to be repre

sentative of four oil field high schools, namely: Gaston High School, 

Joiner-ville, 1I1exas; Carlisle High School, Price, Texas; Leverett 1 s Chapel 

High School, Overton, Texas; and Overton High School, Overton, Texas. 

:Background of the research ;p_opulation. The ge·ographic area. of the 

population is the north central part of East Texas. Al though the area is 

essentially rural, the density of the area population, the proJdmity of 

the different schools to each other, various community enterprises, 

modern civic improvements, the interlacing of good highways, ana. the 

nearness to large towns and industrial centers tend to make the area 

population virtually a cross-section of ru.ral and urban areas. 

The economic structure is c~iefly the result of the oil industry, 

either directly or ind.irectly. Incomes, in general, may be regarded as 

having a, narrow spread and as being above the mean income of the Americe..n 

working class. 

1rhe social structure is chiefly of rural origin out is graa_ually 

becoming absorbed. in the multifarious activities of the uroan centers. 

19 



Community stability has replaced the 11 boomn structure of ee,rly days in 

the development of the oil fields. 

Sources of the data. The data were obta,ined from two sources. 

20 

(1) Ea,ch member of the population was given the Wechsler-Bellevue Intel

ligence Scale, Form I, by the writer; the scores obtained comprised the 

first source of data. (2) The individual pupil ma,rks (grades 9 to 12, 

inclusive) were obtained from the records of each high school for each 

member of the population. 

Intelligence Sub-Test Data 

Division of~ intelligence sub-test data. There are eleven sub

tests of the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. The Scale may be 

divided into verbal and performance sub-tests. The six verbal sub-tests 

a,re: Information, Comprehension, Digit Span, Arithmetic, Similarity, a.nd 

Vocabulary. The five performance sub-tests are: Picture Arrangement, 

Picture Completion, Block Design, Object Assembly, and Digit Symbol. 

Rationale of the sub-tests 

Information. (1) It is one of the most satisfactory in the battery; 

(2) it tests the general range of information; and (3) items selected are 

those calling for the sort of knowledge that an average individual with 

average opportunity may be able to acquire for himself. 

Comprehension. (1) It is a test of judgment; (2) success depends on 

(a) practical experience, (b) general ability to evaluate past experi

ence, e.nd ( c) common sense; and (3) poor verbalizers tend to not do well 

on it. 

Digit Span. (1) It is essen tielly a test of attention; ( 2) it re

quires the employment of sP9cifically deployed energies; (3) immediate 
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memory span is involved; and ( 4) low scores are associated with (a) at

tention defects, (b) organic defects, (c) anxiety, and (d) lack of 

'Mental control'. 

Arithmetic. (1) It is essentially a test of concentration; (2) it 

requires mental alertness; (3) it involves the ability to employ ener

gies not specifically deployed; (4) it involves conscious and ordered 

thought processes in abstract thinking; (5) it is affected by attention 

e,nd transient emotio.nel conditions; and (6) it correlates highly with 

global measures of intelligence. 

Similarities. (1) It is another verbal test which is one of the 

best in the battery; (2) it is primarily a test of concept formation; 

(3) it differentiates abstract from concrete thinking; (4) it indicates 

adult mentality; s,nd (5) it contains a lot of the 11 g 11 factor, i.e., 

general intelligence. 

Vocabulary. (1) It is the best measure of general intelligence; 

(2) it is the most stable measure of intelligence, and experience ha.s 

shown that schooling factors influence the effective range of an indi

vidual I s vocabulary much less than is commonly suspected; (3) the verbal

ization of the responses ma.y reveal qualitative indicators; a.nd (4) it 

ma¥ be used as an alternate for another verbal test. 

Picture Arrangement. (1) It is a mea,sure of the ability to compre

hend and size up a total situation; (2) it measures the ability to an

ticipate and plan; (3) it measures what corresponds to that which is 

caJ.led social intelligence; and (4) bizarre explanations are suggestive 

of some disorganization in the mental orientation. 

Picture Completion. (1) This is a test which measures perceptual 

and conceptual abilities in so far as these abilities are involved in the 

visual recognition and identifice,tion of fa;milis,r objects and forms; 
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(2) it is a test of visual concentration; (3) it involves the ability to 

differentie,te the essential from the unessential; and (4) it may not be 

able to discriminate between the higher levels of intelligence. 

Block Design. (1) This is a test of synthesis and analytical abil-

ity; (2) it tests tre abstract attitude; (3) it tests the ability to per-

ceive patterns; (4) it involves the ability to coordinate visual ana_ 

motor functions in creative ability; (5) it se,mples the difference in 

attitude and emotional reaction between the hasty, the deliberate, and 

the careful; and (6) it is another good test of general intelligence. 

Object Assembly. (1) 'I1his is essentially a test of visual motor 

coordination; (2) it tells something about (a) one's mode of perception, 

(b) the degree to which one relies on trial end error methods, and (c) 

the manner in which one reacts to mista,kes; (3) high scores are sugges-

tive of creative, artistic, or mechanical a.bili ty; a,nd. (4) low scores a,re 

suggestive of poor manipulative ability, or anxiety, or depressive fea-

tures. 

Digit Symbol. (1) This is essentia,lly a test of visual orgeniza,

tion; (2) it is a test cff psycho-motor speed; (3) it involves the ability 

to work with symbols; and (4) it contains a good deel of the genera,l 

factor of intelligence. 

The outline of the rationale of the sub-tests was abstracted from 

the writings of V/echsler, 1 Rapaport, 2 Rhinehart,3 and Schafer.4 It is 

lwechsler, Measurement of ~ Intelligence, pp. 79-103. 

2Rapaport, Dia.gnostic Psychological Testing, pp. 87-299. 

3Rhinehart, "Q.uotes and Notes, 11 (Abstract of note 6). 

4schafer, The Clinical Application o:f Psychological Tests, sca,ttered 
references to the rationale throughout the test. 
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not intended that the outline should be complete nor that it should be 

considered e.s definitive. Rather, the purpose of the outline is to give 

the reader a general ia.ea of the development of the rationale a.t the time 

of this writing. Al though qualitative factors are indicated in the ra

tionale of the sub-tests and may be very useful in getting information 

more than an I .Q., it should be noted tha,t the scoring of the sub-tests 

is derived only from the qua;nti tative measurements. Any reaa.er inter

ested in an analysis of the qualite,tive factors is referrea. to the study 

by Schafer. 

Methoa.s of collecting the data. The intelligence test data, were 

collectecl by the writer through the administration anc. scoring of the 

Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale, Form I. The tecli..nique involved in 

administering this test we,s in strict accordance with the sta;nde.rdization 

precepts of the Wechsler ma11ua15 and was followed rigidly except for cer

tain suggestions as proposed by the Rapaport study. 6 Before the test was 

a.dJninistered, the high school seniors of the particular school were 

assembled together in a convenient room with the Principal and. the writer. 

After an introduction by the Principal, a brief ta.lk was mad.e by the 

writer for the purpose of getting group rapport. During this brief talk, 

the writer ind.ica,ted that an intelligence test would be adi-ninistered., and 

then passea. on to a.n outline of the need a,na. incentives for taking such 

a, test. Al though the writer talked about the type of a.n intelligence 

test which is designed to measure different aspects of mental abilities, 

he at no time described or gave clues as to the exact nature of the test 

5'uechsler, 11 General Instructions, 11 pp. 171-254. 

~e,pa,port, lfAdministration, 11 p. 200, p. 276. 



itself. When the seniors, as a grou-J?, appeared to be satisfieo_ a.s to the 

value of taking the test, and when the initial a.larm regarding the test 

had subsided, the writer ended his reme.rks. In so far as the pupils were 

concerned, the procedure was made to a;ppee.r e,s routine as possible. No 

particule,r time was scheduled with the pupils for taking the test; the 

writer, with the cooperation of the Principal of the school, worked out 

the testing schea_ule. Pupils were summoned. for testing by the Principal 

or his representative. 

The actual testing was done in the priva.cy of a room in the school, 

which at the time was not being used for classes. The nature of the 

physical surroundings pertinent to the room differed from school to 

school, but the psychological set ancl.. the arrt3:ngement of the physical 

equipment of the examiner remainea. the seme. The physical equipment con

sisted of an oblong table, one chair for the pupH and one chair for the 

examiner; a,ncl the sta.ndard equipment of the 'Vfechsler-::Bellevue Intelli

gence Scale, :H'orm I. 1rhe test equipme11'G was concealed in boxes (until 

time for presentation) on the right side of the table closer to the 

pupil 1 s side of the table. The record. sheet of Form I vms pa.rtia.lly con

cee,led behind the boxes and_ open to the proper place for the examiner to 

record the data. The problems were presented to the pupil on the left 

side of the table and towara. his side of the ta.ble. v'lhen the problem was 

one of a. verbal nature, the pupil was permitted to dispose himself in any 

manner he chose. The manual of the test was kept open in front of the 

exm11iner, and directions were state ct as memorized, The exa..miner kept his 

eyes to the manual to prevent any deviation in stating the directions end 

also to make the directions appea.r impersonal, thereby insuring stana_

ardization of the directions and minimizing any effect in the pupil. 
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Although no rigid sequence wgs followed in the presentation of the 

various sub-tests, the verbal tests were presented. first. The reason for 

presenting the verbaJ.. sub-tes·t;s first was twofold: first, a,ny problem of 

ra,pport which might affect the results probsbly would be less likely to 

do so on the verbal sub-tests tha.,n it would. on the performance sub-tests; 

and second, since the possibility existed. that; answers to questions of 

the verbal sub-tests might become known to pupils not yet subjected to 

the tests, there was a need :for completing the verbal sub-tests as 

quickly as possible. ·rherefore. the first session we,s limi tea. to the 

adJninistra,tion of the verbe.l sub-tests of' Information, Similarities, and 

Voce.bulary. When each of the pupils of the popuJ.a,tion in a particular 

school had finished with this portion of the scale, the second. session 

wa,s begun. The first sub-test ·administered in the second session was 

Comprehension, because it ws,s thought tha.t one verbaJ. sub-test to start 

the second session would help to re-establish the r,9pport created by the 

previous session. Also, answers to questions of the Comprehension sub

test are less likely to be passed from pupil to pupil than are answers 

to questions of the other verba,l sub-tests. Comprehension was followed 

by Object Assembly, Digit Span, Arithmetic, Picture Completion, Picture 

Arre,ngement, Block Design, 1;:md Digit Symbol. Deviations in the order of 

presente,tion vmre made in a,ccord.8.nce with the Wechsler manw::i,l. Most of 

the variation was in the presentation of Digit Span e,nd Picture Comple

tion; i.e., the order of Digit Span and Picture Completion in the battery 

was some times exche.nged. If ra,pport was deemed to be secure after the 

presentation of Object Assembly, then Digit Spa.n was presented. next; 

however, if rapport was not deemed to be secure, or if the pupil he,d done 

rather badly on Object Assembly, then Picture Completion (in the writer's 

experience a test less likely to arouse anxiety) was presented.; and the 



gener.sl order of presentation was continued. 

As each tasl,;: of' the suo-tests w2,s completed, the indicated symbol 

was entered in the appropriate place on the record. form. Vihen t:i.ming was 

deme,nded, the writer held the stop watch in his left hand., and in partial 

view of the pupil; no attempt was made to encour.9.ge or cl:lscourage the 

pupil I s awareness of ·!;he stop ·1'Vatch. The raw scores of each task were 

later su.rnmatecl and translated into weighted sub-test scores as provid.ect 

for in the \ilechsler manual. 7 

Service to the schools. As a reciproc8.l service to the partici-

pating schools, test scores for ea.ch pupil of the research population 

were entered in the appropriate places on mimeogro.phed fo :rms. The forms 

were then grouped. a.ccording to schools end presented to the respective 
,; 

principals. Ea.ch form Yva.s made to show general intelligence, 0 verbal 

intelligel').ce, performance intelligence, all weighted sub-test scores, 

and a profile of the sub-test scores. Also, consul ting service with the 

school principals and counseling with pupils (sub5ect to the school 

policy) about test scores were provided upon request. 

7wechsler, "G-enera.l Instructions, 11 pp. 171-1,38. 

15The mean I .c.i. of the research population was 102 .OS. 
puted sta.tistics a.re: 

stana.arcl. cleviat ion . 
standard error of the mean . 
stand.ara_ error of the sigma 
quartile 
percentile ten 
qua.rtile one . 
mecLian .... 
qu.a.rt ile three . 
percentile ninety 
skewness 
sigma, of 
t of the 
kurtosis 

the skewness 
sk:ewness 

sigma of the kurtosis 
t of the kurtosis 

Other com-

9.12 
.80 
.56 

6.28 
90.S2 
95 .34 

. lOL~.02 
107.90 
11L~ .5l.J. 
-1.34 
1.30 

.10 

.. 26 
,03 
.10 
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~ quantification. The weighted intelligence sub-test scores of 

each pupil were recorded on Wechsler-Bellevue record forms. This gave 

each pupil a score for each of the eleven Wechsler-Bellevue sub-tes'ba •. 

Then the distribution of scores in ee,ch sub-test was normalized by con

verting the originally recorded. scores into "T" scores .9 This was done 

in order to convert the eleven sub-test distributions into eleven dis-

tribu tions of equivalent scores10 of equal ability units which could. be 

comparable to the data. derived from the school marks, 11 

For convenience; and in order to f'acili tate the computation of the 

data, the normalized. intelligence sub-test scores for each individual of 

the population were record.ed on four-by-six cards, The cards were ma.cle 

to indicate the name, school, the normalized scores of each sub-test, and 

the total mean score1 2 for each individua,l. 

Mark Da,ta 

Division of the mark: data. The mark data were taken from a_ifferent 

areas of school stuo.ies. The school stucties were d:i.vided into six 

areas. 1.I1herefrnre, the mark data were divided into six areas, namely: 

me,rks in English (English I, II, III, and IV); marks in Ma,thematics 

(general mathematics, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry)~ ma.rks in 

Social Science (a.11 history and civics); marks in General Science (biol-

ogy, physics, chemist:ry, and. general science); marks in Clerical St11d.ies 

9:s:enry E. Garrett, Statistics in Education snd Psycholog,1, 
(New York, 1947), pp. 156-57. 

l011:i1:quivalent scores are defined as mea.sures which ind.ica,te the 
same levels of ability." Ibid., p. 1~-9. 

11The school marks were also norma.lizea.. See 11 :Mark Da.ta.n 

12The total mean score is the mean of the ina_i vid1J..a.l Is eleven 
Vlechsler-Bellevue sub-tests. 
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(typing, shorthand, secretarial training, and Junior business training); 

and marks in Homemaking for girls and Shop for boys. 

Data selected for investigation. Only three areas of school studies 

contained marks for every member of the population. The three a,reas of 

school studies were English, Mathematics, and Social Science. Therefore, 

in order to have a consistent population of ma,rks, the marks in English, 

Mathematics, and Social Science were selected for investigation. These 

divisions of marks will be referrec1 to as mark areas. 

Basic techni@es .£f quantification. In as nm.ch as the marking sys-

tem differed somewhat among the four schools used, the population of 

marks we,s first divided so that the marks from ea.ch sc,hool became a sub-

population. All of the high school marks of each sub-population were 

translated into numerical values appropriate to the particular marking 

system of the school. For example, a mark of "B" might receive a numeri-

caJ. value of 85. The numerical values of the marks for each school sub-

ject were then recorded separately for each pupil a,nd for each school. 

Next, the mea,n and. the standard deviation of the numerical va.lues 

of all ma.rks within the mark area, of Mathematics13 were computed for each 

school; the same was a.one for English and for Social Science. Then, each 

pupil I s semester marks in Mathematics were avera.ged, l4 and the average 

score was used as the pupil I s re,w score in Mathematics; the same was 

done for English and for Social Science. Finally, each pupil's raw score 

was converted into a n zn 15 score ( sta,ndard score) rele,tive to the mark 

13For example, in each school the numerical scores of aJ.l of the 
semester marks in each class of general mathematics, algebra, geometry, 
and trigonometry were coniliined in one distribution of marks in mathematics. 

14see second pare,gra,ph under paragraph heading "Rationale and cri ti
cism.11 

15Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Education and Psychology, pp. 
156-57. 
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area distribution of the school from which the raw score was obtained. 

The completion of this step formed twelve distributions of ,,:zu scores, 16 

one distribution for each of the three mark areas in the four schools. 

Next, steps were taken to normalize the data of each mark area. 

First, the 11 Z" scores of each mark area within each school were combined 

with the nzn scores of like mark areas in the other schools. The effect 

of this grouping was to set up three distributions of 11 Z11 scores, one 

distribution for each mark area of English, Mathematics, and Social 

S . 17 , cience. Then the whole population of marks in each mark area was 

normalized, within limitations,18 by scaling the "Z" scores of each mark 

area distribution into ''T" scores.19 Then, each pupil's nzn scores were 

converted into "T" scores. 

Finally, when normalization of· the data of each mark area was com-

pleted, each pupil I s IIT" score in English, Mathema,tics, and Social 

Science, and the mea,n of his three 11 T" scores, were recorded in tables, 

of which Table I is an example. 

16 See third paragraph under paragraph heading "Rationale and 
Criticism .11 

18see fourth paragraph, Ibid. 

19see fifth paragraph, Ibid. 



Pupil 

1 

2 

n 

TABLE I 

Ex.Atvl:PLE 0]' 11 T11 SCOIDJS IN MA.BK A..."RE.AS 

T-Scores 

English Mathematics Socia.l Science 

55 47 

~.g 62 70 

Mean of 
11 T11 Scores 

50 

60 
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Rationale and criticism. During the course of this investigation, 

certain a.ifficul ties were encountered in keeping selective fa.ctors to a, 

minimum. Alternate techniques of hs.ncUing the difficulties were re cog-

n.ized and explorea.. 1rhe techniques usea. were those which revealed. the 

least tenc1ency to error. The procedure by which the mark ares, scores in 

Table 1 were obta.ined may be subject to criticism; therefore, some com-

ment about this procedure may be worthy of being noted .• 

The technique which combines scores of specific school sub,jects, 

in Mathematics, for example, is subject to a certain amount of error. 

'!:here is a certain arbitrariness in assuming that aJ.1 courses of a given 

mark area should. be equally considered in obtaining mark a,rea scores, 

e.g., the error which may be involved. in expecting a specific mental 

ability to function to the sa.me degree in algebra a.s it d.oes in geome-

try. Also, altho1.,~h ea.ch pupil took courses in Mathematics, all pupils 
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did not take the same number of courses in Mathematics. 

1:rhe rec1.son for computing 11 Z11 scores in transition to t'T" scores may 

be questioned.. If the rna.rking systems of the different schools ha.a been. 

the same, ancl. if the re had been no significant differences in the mean 

scores of each sub-population, the distributions of ra.w mark scores might 

have been immediately convertea. into 11 T11 scores. This was not the case; 

therefore, stand.a.rd. scores were computed. Furthermore, stande.ro. scores 

of various sub-po:puls,tions are more compa,rable and subject to less error 

in a,ggregtttion than are raw scores. ]'or exomple, standard scores in each 

school loca,tea_ the pupil's mark position rel&tive to pupils with whom he 

had actunlly competed under similar circumstances; e.g., in a given 

school, pupil re, tended to have the same te,whers, take the same tests, be 

ma1°ked ·by the same marking system, BJld be governea. by the same school 

policies. As a result, when sub-grou1Js were a,ggregatec1, the differences 

in the teacher f1;;1,ctor, the marldng system f'a,ctor, and the school policy 

fe,ctor were k:ept to a minimum. 

The technique which scales sub-group a.istributions into one distri

bution of IITII scores assumes a norma.l distribution for each of the sub-

groups of the population; ana. while standa.ra_ scores comtert the clistri

butions of sub-groups into relatively normal distributions, there is 

( theoretically) the problem of fitting overlapping sub-group 8.istribu-

tions. The sca,li11..g of the sta.ncl.ard devia,tional vaJ.11.es will further en.

h~u1ce normality of the distribution of the gree.ter IJart of the sca,le, 

but the extremities of the scale will tend ·t;o rem0.i11 unreliably scale a .• 

Al though this method of transforming ordina,l scales into an interv8.l 

sea.le, on the a,ssumption that ordinal scales ca.n ·be expected to asm.une 

normalit,y, has historical 31recedence and is used in the measurement of 
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many situations, it should be observe a. that the a.ssumption of norma.li ty 

may .no·l; e,lways be warranted. In certa.in si b1ations, it ma,y be more war

ranted to assume a skewed distribution. E. F. Garaner20 has introduced 

e. method of attacking this scale· synthesis problem without necessarily 

assuming the normality of the sub-group distributions. His fitting pro-

ced.ure for sub-group orainal scales may be a very important step forward, 

but the technique appa.rently is not yet perfectea.. It lacks efficiency 

and may be subject to errors of fluctuation. 21 

The 11 Z11 scores were scaJ.ed into "T" scores for the purpose of trans-

forming like mark area data .. into equivalent scores of equal a.bility units 

which could be compared a.irectly to other distributions likewise tre.ns-

formed.. Standard scores do not represent equal units, but eq:u.al units 

22 
can be obte.ined by the use of sea.ling tec:hniques such as the "T" score • 

. It should become clea,r at this point that any method of handling 

these problems will obviously contain, at the present time, a certain 

amount of arbitrariness which may introduce some error, even though the 

degree of error may be expected to be slight. To reduce the probability 

of error in this stud;y further, one would need to administer not only 

all of the intelligence tests but also eJ.l of the subject matter test!:\· 

in school. To do this, of course, one would be required to tea.ch, as 

well as measure, aJ.l of the population of pupils in all of the cla.sses 

in ee,ch a.ree. of s·chool studies. It is not presumed. tha.t a.ll of the 

2°-m. F. Ga.rd.'rler, "Comments on Selected Scaling Techniques with a 
Description of a. New Type of ScaJ.e," Monograph Supplement number 7, 
"Symposium on Sta.tistics for the Clinician, 11 Journal.£! Clinical 
Psychology, (January, 1950), pp. 36-43, 

21John W. Tu.key, IIDiscussion, 11 ~ •• p. 68. 

22Anne Anastasi, Differential Psychology, p. 273. 



selective factors could hB,ve been or should ha,ve been isole,ted in this 

investigation. An attempt, however, was made to reduce them to a 

minirrnun. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RELATING THE INTELLIGENCE SUB-TEST DATA 
TO MARK .A.REA DATA 

~nding the Sub-Test Combinations 

Foreword 

Before patterns of intelligence sub-test combinations can be com-

pared with patterns of mark area data, the intelligence sub-test com-

bir...ations which show relationships with ma,rk area da,ta must be found. 

The general purpose of this part of the investigation was to attempt to 

locate these sub-test combinations which ha,ve some rela.tionships with 

mark area data. More specifically, the following pages will report the 

investigation of: (1) whether there are any differences between the 

mean sca,tter of intelligence sub-test scores of good pupils1 in any 

given mark area, e.g., English, and the mean scatter of the intelligence 

sub-test scores of poor pupils2 in tre same mark area; and if so, (2) 

whether the mean of the deviations of good students of any given sub-

test tends to be markedly above the total sub-test mean and whether the 

mean of the deviation of poor students tends to be markedly below the 

total sub-test mean. 

1.A good pupil was one who hac1 a normalized mark area score, e.g., 
English, which wa.s above the mean of his three normalized scores of 
English, Ma,thematics, and Social Science. A score which fell on the 
mean was considered to be 11 gooa_.n 

2A poor pupil was one who had a normalized mark area score which 
was below the mean of his three normalized scores of English, Mathe
matics, and Social Science. 

34 
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Ca.tegorization of the Da,ta 

Stey~ ]:. 11!he first step was ·to select a pupil me,rk e,rea. For e:ir-

a.mple, ma,rks in :English were selected. 

SteJ?. _g. Good pupils in English were found. by inspecting Table 1 

and selecting each pupil who had a II TH score in English which was above 

his mean II T" score. 

Step 2. Poor pupils in English were found by inspecting 1rable 1 

and selecting ea,ch pupil who had a 11 T11 score in English which wa,s below 

his mes.n 11 'I'il score. 

Step}. The mark area was dichotomized into two categories: (a) 

good pupils in English, and (b) poor pupils in English. The categori

zation vms actue,lly accomplishea_ by pla,cing prepared cards of ea,ch pupil 

in the appropriate card sta,ck, i.e., either the good pupil stack or the 

poor pupil stack, 'l1his procedure resulted. in two stacks of ca.rcts for 

each ma,rk area, one sta.ck for the good puJiil category and one sta.ck for 

the poor pupil ce.tegory. 

Step 2• Since the cards conta.ined the intelligence test scores for 

B, particular p1rpil, the two ste,cks a.t once categorized the intelligence 

sub-test scores. For each stack, scores of the same intelligence sub

tests were summated, the means were computed, ena_ the mean of the eleven 

intelligence sub-test mea.ns was computed. 1I1his gave two sets of compu

tations for each mark ares,, one for the good. pupil ca.tegory e,nd one for 

the poor pu:pil ce.tegory. 

Step _§. The computations of step 5 were recorded in tables, and 

the cleviations of the sub-test means from the mean of the eleven sub

test means were computed ~rnd entered to the right of each sub-test mean. 

The computa.t ions are shown in Table 2, 



Step 1 · The card.s were reassembled, and the techniques of the 

first six steps were completed for each of the other two mark a,reas of 

Mathema.tics and Social Science. 

Mean Scatte:0 Comparisons 

W'ithin each good a.nd poor pupil ca,tegory of a given mark area, e.g., 

within each good and poor pupil category in English, the mean scatter of 

the mean intelligence sub-test scores was plotted and the points connected 

to form a profile. The two profiles of mean s·ce,tter for each good. and 

poor pupil category, when plotted against each other with zero as the 

mean of the means, immediately brought into focus the differences in the 

mean scatter of intelligence sub-test scores within each category, a.nd 

revealed that the mean scatter of certain sub-tests was above the mean 

of the means in the category of good pupils and below the mean of the 

means in the category of poor pu;pils. 

'.!Dach table shows the totaJ. score, the mea.n score, the total mean, 

and the mean scatter of each intelligence· sub-test within the good pupil 

category of a given mark area., and also within the poor pupil category 

of the same mark area. 

Mean sca,tter comparisons can be made by comparing the mean scatter 

of each sub-test in the good pupil category with the mean sca,tter of the 

same sub-test in the poor pupil category. Mean scatter is found by sub-

tracting the totaJ. mean score from the sub-test mean score. 

Intelligence sub-test abbreviations in the tables a.re a,s follows: 

Information is Infor., Comprehension is Compre., Digit Span is D. Span, 

---------
3Me.9.n scatter is the difference between any single sub-test mean 

score ana_ the toteJ. mean score of the eleven sub-test mean scores. 
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Arithmetic is *.\ri th., Similar! ties is S imil., Vocabul~try is Vocab., 

Picture Arrangement is P. Arr., Picture Completion is P. Com., Block 

Design is Bl. Des., Object Assembly is Obj. A., a:i'id Digit Symbol is 

D. Sym. 

Differences in the mean sca.tter of intellic,;ence sub-test means in ------- ,,,. __ ..__ - ~-----
catego!~es of English. Inspection of the intelligence sub-test mean 

scatter in good a.nd poor pupil categories of English, as shown in Ta,ble 

2, reveals mean scatter differences of dev-iation as follows: (1) the 

mean scatter of the Digit; Span and. Digit Symbol mean scores is above the 

total sub-test mean in the good pupil category, and (2) the mean sca.tter 

of the Digit Span and Digit Symbol mean scores is below the total sub-

test mean in the poor pupil category. 

TABLE 2 

INTELLIGENCE SUB-'rEST MEAW SCATIJ:1ER IN GOOD 
AWD POOR PTJPIL CATEGORIES OF ElifGLISH 

-
Good Pupil Category Poor Pupil Category 

:N' is 59 Iil' is 71 

Total Mee,n Mean Total Mea,n Mean 
Score Score Scatter Score Score Scatter 

Infor. 2337 48.08 -0.94 3678 51.so 1.0S 
Compre. 2579 48.80 -0.22 3622 51.01 0.29 
D. Span 301+5 51.61 2.59 3462 4s.76 -1.96 
Ari th. 2$01 LH .47 -1.55 3710 52.25 1.53 
Simil. 2B96 49.os 0.06 3532 50 .1~5 -0.27 
Vocab. 2891 l.~9 .00 -0.02 3591 50 .5s -0.14 
P. Arr. 2876 48.75 -0.27 364o 51.27 0.55 
P. Com. 2835 48.05 -0.97 3644 51,32 0.60 
Bl. Des. 2323 ~-7 .85 -1.17 3651 51.42 0.70 
Obj. A. 2373 43.69 -0.33 3607 50.so o.os 
D. Sym. 3053 51.83 2.81 3427 4S.27 -2.45 
----· 

Total Mean 49 .02 50. 72 
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Differences in the mean sca,tter of intelligence sub-test means in ---- - ---
~tegories _2! Mat?9matics. Inspection of the intelligence sub-test 

mean scatter in good and poor.pupil categories of.Mathematics, as shown 

in Table 3, reveals mean scatter differences of deviation as follows: 

(1) the mean scatter of the Arithmetic, Block Design, and Picture Com-

pletion mean scores is above the total sub-test mean in the good pupil 

category, and (2) the mean scatter of the Ari tbmetic, Block Design, and 

Picture Completion mean scores is below the total sub-test mean in the 

poor pupil category. 

T.AELE 3 

INTmIGENCE STJ.B-TEST ME.AN SCATTER IN GOOD 
AND POOR PUPIL CATEGORIES OF MATHEMATICS 

Good Pupil Category 
N is 56 

Poor Pupil Category 
N is 7t~ 

Total Mean Mean Total Mean Mean 
Score Score Scatter Score Score Sca,tter 

Infor. 2777 49 ,59 0.12 3738 50.51 0.20 
Compre. 2761 49.30 -0.17 374o 50.54 0.23 
D. Span 2765 49.37 -0.10 3742 50.57 0.26 
Ari th. 2850 50 .89 1.42 3661 49.47 -0.84 
Simil. 2686 47.96 -1.51 3792 51.24 0.93 
Vocab. 2743 48.98 -0.49 3739 50.53 0.22 
P. Arr. 2683 47,91 -1.56 3833 51.so 1.49 
P. Com. 2811 50.20 o. 73 3668 49.57 -0.74 
Bl. Des. 2889 51.59 2.12 3585 48.)-1-5 -1.86 
Obj. A. 2790 49 .82 0.35 3690 49.86 -o.45 
D. Sym. 2718 48.54 -0.93 3767 50.91 0.60 

Total Mean 49.47 50.31 

Differences in~~ scatter _2! intelligence sub-test mea.ns in 

categories of Social Science. Inspection of the intelligence sub-test 

mean scatter in good and poor pupil categories of Social Science, as 

shown in Table 4, reveals mean scatter differences of deviation as 

follows: (1) the mean scatter of the Information, Similarities, and 
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Picture Arrangement mean scores is above the total sub-test mean in the 

good pupil category, and ( 2) the mean scatter of the Information, Simi-

larities, and Picture ArrBngement mean scores is below the total sub-

test mean in the poor pupil category. 

TABLE 4 

!llTT:H.'LL IGENCE SUB-TES'l1 MEAN SCATTER IN GOOD .AND 
POOR PUPIL CATEGORIES OF SOCI.A.T., SCIENCE 

-
Good Pupil Category Poor Pupil Category 

N is 63 N is 67 
TotsJ. Mean Mean Total Mean Mean 
Score Score Scatter Score Score Scatter 

Infor. 3244 51.J+9 1.06 3271 ~-8, S2 -0.68 
Compre. 3207 50.90 o.47 329t~ 49.16 -0.34 
D. Span 3133 l.~9. 73 -0.70 3374 50.36 0.86 
Ari th. 3130 49.68 -0.75 3381 50.46 0.96 
Simil. 3241 51.44 1.01 3237 48.31 -1.19 
Vocab. 3180 50 .4-8 0.05 3302 49 .28 -0.22 
P. Arr. 3259 51. 73 1.30 3257 48.61 -0.81 
P. Com. 3161 50.17 -0.26 3318 49 .52 0.02 
:Sl. Des. 3072 48. 76 -1.67 3402 50. 78 1.28 
Obj. A. 3194 50.70 0.27 3286 49.04 -o.46 
D. Sym. 3129 49.67 -0.76 3356 50.09 0.59 

Total Mean 50.43 49.50 

In order to gain a better insight into the data, a,nd in order to 

check a.gainst chance fluctuations of the distributions of mark data, the 

mark categories of each mark area were further divided e,rbitrarily into 

trichotomous and quinchotomous categories and then treated in the manner 

of the dichotomous categories. The findings essentially substantiated 

the indications of the dichotomous treatment. 

Logical analysis. Since the meen scores of Digit Span and Digit 

Symbol occur above the mean of the intelligence sub-test means in the 

good pupil category of English and do not occur above the mean of the 

intelligence sub-test means (being below tl~ mean) in the poor pupil 



category of English, a causal compara,tive relationship is suggested 

between the mean scores of Digit Span and Digit Symbol and good and poor 

pupil categories of English. The same logic will apply to Arithmetic, 

Block Design, and Picture Completion with reference to pupil categories 

of Mathematics, and to Information, Similarities, and Picture .A.rre,nge

ment with reference to pupil categories of SociaJ. Science. 

Development of the Mental .A.bili ty Are~ 

Purpose. The development of the mental ability areas was under

taken in order to satisfy five considerations: (1) the composite de·

velopment and induction of the data of the intelligence sub-tests, (2) 

a needed reduction of the varia,bles under investigation, (3) the laws of 

parsimony, (4) the numerical consistency of the two areas, and (5) the 

elimination of superfluous a.na. non-significant data. 

Formulation of Composite Scatter Sub-Hypotheses 

Postulate. If the sub-test associa,tions of directional agreement 

will occur in relation to the mean of all of the intelligence sub-tests, 

they should occur when common factors (non-associated sub-tests) of the 

intelligence sub-tests are eliminated. Furthermore, they shouJ.d con

tinue to occur when the mean of each combination of sub-test associ

ations is compared to the mean of the means of each combination of sub

tests. 

Grouping of the intell~~ence sub-test associe,tions. The sub-tests 

associated in directional agreement, relative to the mean scatter of aJ.l 

of the intelligence sub-tests, were grouped so as to form an over-eJ.l 

hypothesis with respect to the pertinent mark area. For example, since 



the intelligence sub-test scores of Digit Span and Digit Symbol have a 

tendency to be directionaily associated with English, it would be ex

pected that the mean of the scores from the two sub-tests should show a 

like relationship. 

Proceeding from the postulate, the sub-tests of Digit Span and 

D:i.git Symbol, each considered as being a component part of a mental 

ability, were grouped to form a sub-test combination. The composite 

ability which is measured by this particular sub-test combination was 

caJ.led Mentai Ability A. Likewise, the sub-tests of Arithmetic, Block 

Design, and :Picture Completion were grouped as a measure of Mental 

Ability B; and the sub-tests of Information, Similarities, and Picture 

Arrangement were grouped as a measure of MentaJ.. Ability C. 

The mental ability score for each mental ability area is the mean 

of the sub-test scores in a particular sub-test combination. For ex

ample: (1) the Mental Ability A score is the mean of Digit Span and 

Digit Symbol scores; (2) the Mentai Ability B score is the mean of Arith

metic, Block Design, and Picture Completion scores; and (3) the Menta,l 

Ability C score is the mean of the Information, Similarities, and Pic

ture Arrangement scores, 

Composite scatter sub-hy;potheses. The composite scatter sub

hypotheses may be stated as follows: (1) the differences of the devi

ations in the mean scatter of Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and 

Mental. Ability C, respectively, are to the mean of the mental ability 

area means as the differences of the deviations in the mean scatter of 

marks in English, Mathematics, and Social Science, respectively, are to 

the mean of the mark area means; (2) likewise, the mental ability areas 

will differentiate good and poor marks in the respective mark areas. 



Oa,tegorization of the Data 

Step _!. Using Table 2 as the da,ta for the computations, the total. 

score of Digit Span and Digit Symbol were summated and averaged to find 

the total score and the mean score for Mental Ability A in the good pupil 

category of English. 

~ _g. The techniques of step 1 were used to find the total score 

and the mean score for Mente,l Ability A in the poor pupil category of 

English. 

Step l_. The techniques of the first two steps were used. to find 

the total score end the mean score of: (a) Mental Ability B relative 

to the sub-test combination of Arithmetic, Block Design, and Picture 

Completion, and (b) Mental .Ability O relative to the sub-test combina-

tion of Information, Similarities, and Picture Arrangement. 

Step 4. The techniques of the first two steps were used to find --·-
each total score and mean score of: (a) Mental di\bility B in good and 

poor pupil categories of Mathematics, and (b) Mental Ability C in good 

and poor pupil categories of Social Science. 

Ste:12 2. For each mark area category, the three mental ability mea,n 

scores were summated and divided by three to fina_ the mean of the means 

for es.ch category; then each of the three means, within each category, 

was subtra,cted from the me,9,n of the means to find the posi tbre or nega-

ti ve mean scatter of ea.ch mental ability within each good and poor pupil 

category. 

Step.§. The computations of the preceding steps were recorded in 

tables and a.re shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7. 



Mean Scatter Comparisons 

The mean sca,tter of each sub-test combina,tion, as represented by 

mentaJ. ability scores, is now ready to be compared in good and poor pupil 

categories of ea.ch me,rl<:: area. -~s ste.ted before, mean scatter comparisons 

can be mad.e by comparing the mean scatter of ea,ch sub-test in the good 

pupil category with the mean scatter of the same sub-test in the poor 

pupil category. Mean scatter is found by subtracting the total mean 

score from the mental ability mee..n. score. 

Differences~~~ scatter of mental ability~ means E.! 

categories of English. Inspection of the mental ability area mean scat-

ter in good end poor pupil ca,tegories of English, a,s shown in Table 5, 

reveals mean scatter d.ifferences of devia,tion as follows: (1) the mean 

scatter of Mental Ability A is above the mean of the mental ability area 

mee.ns in the good pupil category, and (2) the mean scatter of Mental 

Ability A is below the mean of the mental ability area. means in the poor 

pupil category, 

TA13LE 5 

MENT.!Ui A13ILITY M]lAN SCATTER ur GOOD A1TD POOR 
CATEGORIES 0]' ENGLISH 

Good Pupil Category Poor Pupil Category 

Mental Tote.l Mean Mean. TotsJ. Mee.n Mean 
Ability Score Score Sc:3,tter Score Score Scatter 

A 6103 51.72 2.34. 6889 l!-B .51 -l.9~l 
B 8459 47.79 -1.59 11005 51.67 1.22 
C 8609 i.1.s .6l.~ -0.74 10900 51.17 0.12 

Mean of Means lJ.9 .3s 50.45 



Differences in the ~ scatter of mental abilit;x: ~. means in 

categories of Mathenia.tics. Inspection of the mentRl ability a.rea. mean 

scatter in good and. poor pupil categories of Mathematics, s.s shown in 

Table 6, reveals mean scatter differences of devie.tion a.s follows: 

(1) the me::m scatter of Mental .Ability B is above the mean of the mental 

ability area, mean in the good pupil category, ana. (2) the mean scatter 

of Mental Ability B is below the mean of the menta.l ability e.ree. mean 

. in the poor pupil category. 

TABLE 6 

MElN"T.AL .ABILITY MEAM SCATTER IN GOOD AiJD POOR 
CA'J:EGORIJllS OF MATHIDMATI CS 

Good Pupil Category Poor Pupil Category 

Mental Total Mean Mean TotaJ. Mean Mea.11 
Ability Score Score Scatter Score Score Scatter 

A 5l1.S3 48 .96 -0.4-9 7509 50.74 0.38 
B s550 50 .S9 1.44 10914. lt9 .16 -1.20 
C Sl~l6 l.J.8 ,l.~9 -0.96 11363 51.1s O.S2 

Merin of Means 49.45 50.36 

Differences in ~ ~ scatter of mental ability ~ means 2:E: 

categories of SociaJ. Science. Inspection of the men ta.1 a'bili ty area, meon 

scatter in good and poor pirpil ca.tegorie s of Social Science, e .. s shown in 

Table 7. reveals mean scatter a.ifferences of deviation as follows: (1) 

the mea.n scatter of Mental Ability C is above tbe mean of the mental 

ability area means in the good pupil category, end (2) the mean scatter 

of Menta.l Ability C is below the mea.n of the mente.l ability area mee,ns 

in the poor pupil category. 



TABLE 7 

lvlENT.f.J.. ABILITY ME.AN SCATTER IN GOOD .AND POOR· 
CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Good Pupil Category Poor Pupil Category 
......... _,,._. -----

Menta.l 1rotal Mean Mean Total. Mean Mean 
Ability Score Score Scatter Score Score Sca.tter 
-· 

A 6262 l~9. 70 -0.57 6730 50.22 0.54 
]3 9363 49.54 -0.73 10101 50.25 0.57 
C 9744 51.56 1.29 9765 l+g ,58 -1.10 

Mean of.' lvle<':1,ns 50.27 49 .63 
---
Logical analysis. Since the mean score of Mental Ability A occurs 

above the mean of the mental ability area mean in the good pupil category 

of English and does not occur above the mean of the mental ability area 

means (being below the mean) in the poor pupil category of English, a, 

causal compe,rative rel~,tionship is suggested between the mean scores of 

Mental .Ability .A. and good and poor pupil categories of English. The 

same logic will B:I)ply to Mental Ability :B with reference to Mathematics, 

and to Menta,l Ability C with reference to Social Science. 

Summa,ry 

The preceding mean scatter comparisons show relationships between 

intelligence sub-test scores or combinations of intelligence sub-test 

scores when the me,9,n scatter of the scores in one category of pupils in 

a given mark area is conrpa.red to the mean scatter of the scores in 

another category of pupils in the seme given mark area, These compfl,ri-

sons are ca,lled, in the literature, inter-test comparisons. 



In relating sub-test data, to mark a,rea. da,ta, me,rks c1::m be clivicled 

into popula.tions (mark areas); and ea.ch population of marks can be sub

divided into groups of pupils receiving the ma,rks. Intra-individually 

divided, two groups of pupils could be caJ.lea.: ( 1) group A, which con

sists of pupils receiving good marks in a. given mark population, a:nd 

(2) group B, which consists of pupils receiving poor marks in the same 

mark popul:9,tion. Then, inter-test compa,risons ca.n be maa.e between the 

mean scatter of intelligence test data, in group A and the mean scatter 

of the intelligence test da,ta in group B. These techniques were used in 

this study. 

The first three mean scatter comparisons were between. mean scores 

of each intelligence sub-test in one group of pupils and mean scores of 

each intelligence sub-test in another group of pupils. This technique 

located the intelligence sub-tests which could be grouped into sub-test 

combinations. 

The second three mean scatter comparisons were between mean scores 

of each sub-test combination in one group of pu:pils a,nd mean scores of 

each sub-test combination in a,nother group of pu:pils. This technique 

confirmed the composite scatter postula,te and justified the development 

of the sub-test combinations into mental ability areas. The mea.n of the 

sub-test means within each sub-test combination was ce,lled a mental 

ability score, a,nd the composite ability represented. was called e. menta.l 

a.bili ty. 

It should. be pointed out tb.at the actual comparisons were made be

tween differences of a.eviation in the mean scatter of the intelligence 

sub-test data. However, the ena. purpose was to find. ea.ch sub-test com

bination which shows relationships of agreement in mean scatter with a 



category of pupils having good. marks and a category of pupils having poor 

marks in a given mark area. The end result was accomplished. Oonse-

quently, since the mental abilities represent the composite ability of 

each sub-test combination, and since the pupil categorization represents 

division of good and poor ma.rks in ma,rk areas, the mental abilities have 

been shown to be related to good and poor marks in mark areas. 

The findings show that group means of mental ability scores of 

Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and Menta1 Ability C, respectively, 

are related to good and poor marks in English, Mathematics, and Socia1 

Science. 

Ra,tionaJ.e 

Point 1. When individuaJ. scores a,re summated into one score for 

each of the variables to be considered, the number of cases being con-

sidered is reduced to one case for each variable. Although no objection 

may be made against this technique, it does not constitute comparison of 

intra-individual scatter patterns of marks and. intelligence. Various 

cases of intra-individual. scatter patterns will be compa.red in the next 

chapter. 

Point _g. Group comparisons were mad.e from two-dimensional. compari-

son methods, i.e., devia.tions a.bove or below a mean. Two dimensions 

were deemed adequate for relating the data.. Measurement in degrees of 

deviation will be made in the next chapter. 

Point 2· The logic was used to support the steps of the statis

tical computations, not to prove them. 

Point 4. In view of the number of variables to be considered, this ---
chapter held to a. minimum the number of techniques which were used to 



relate the data. The next chapter will reorganize the data, develop the 

intra-individual scatter patterns, equate the variables, and test the 

hypothesis by computing the statistical significance of the data. 



STA'.l'.'IS'rIC.A.1 AUALYSIS OF THE SCATTER P.l1.TTER.'lll'S 

This chapter reports tre statistical anGlysis of mean scatter pa,t-

terns of marks in mark areas a.na. scaJ;ter patterns of mental ability 

scores in mental ability areas. Before the ste.tistical relationships 

between sc@,tter patterns could be calculated, three preliminary steps 

were necessary: Recalculation of Some Distributions of the Data; De-

velopment of Intra,-Individual Mean Scatter; a,nd Equating the Distribu-

tions of Mean Sca,tter. These three steps were necesse.ry in ora.er to ha,ve 

distributions of intra-individual mee,n scatter in each mark area, of 

English, M:J,thematics, ana. Social Science which were a.irectly com:pa,ra,ble 

to distributions of intr8,-individual mean sca,tter in ea.ch mental ability 

area of Mental ,Ability .\, Ment,91 Ability B, and Mental Ability C. From 

these distributions, inter-trait1 comparisons were ma,de between each 

individual I s pattern of mark area d.evia,tion and the same ind.ividueJ. 1 s 

pattern of mente.l a,bili ty area deviation. The relationships between 

sce,tter patterns were tested by the statistical methods of chi square2 

"Z 
and contingency coefficients ,:J 

1rn this stud~y-, mark abilities and mental abilities a,re each con
siderea. as traits. Inter-tra,it is defined as being between traits. 

2Henry E. Garrett, Statis-tics in Education and. Ps;zchology, pp. 
251-53. 

3-rb'd .=...2:_.' pp. 359-65 . 



ReCB.lculc1,tion of Some Distributions of the De.ta, 

Orie:CLtB.tion. In the originHl development of the d0,ta, raw m.9.rk 

scores and weightea. intelligence sub-test scores of ea.ch member of the 

population were quantified so a.s to be expressed in two-digit sta.nd2:.ra_ 

scores. 1.lJhen the three distributions of mark area scores and the eleven 

distri"butions of intelligence sub-test scores were convertec1 into "Tit 

scores. 1I1he origine.1 steps were a.eemed. to be sou:ncl. enough. However, 

oecm1se co:mpf:.risons were to be made betvreen each individ.ua1 ',; scores 

rather ths.n between group scores, ancL since the corr[J::trison of ee,ch ind:1.-

viduB,1 1 s scores dem.smled more exe.ct d,3,ta., it we,s ctecidecl to use the sig

n:i.fica.n.t t;hree-c1.igit1+ scores of the me,rk a,rea dete. rather than the two-

digit scores of the preceding c1nalysis. The intelligence sub-test ciata. 

were o,lso c_eveloped in three-cUgit str:mdarc!. scores relative to the re-

search popul0.tion .5 

Intelligence sub-test d.ri.ta. In ora_er to prep1:,.re for tht"3 recalcule,-

tion of the intelligence sub-test datfa, the weighted sub-test scores of 

ea.ch in.tell1.gence sub-t;est were ta.oula.ted. 1~~he me2,t1, stano..A.rc1. (levie."l;ion, 

a.nd. the starnl:1.ro. errors of each intelligfJnce sub-te!'.:lt distrlbution were 

ootrtined. The results are shown in T,J,ble 8. 

4ihree a.igits were the significant number of digits to be useo. to 
he,ve significa:n:t fi;ture s. Ibid., :-PP. 23-26. Al so, three-dig:i. t scores 
were needed to hmre smooth d.is'l:;ribi1tion curves. Horma.lizec'l clistribu
'Gions of two-d.igit scores with a. frequency of 130 are not large enough 
to oe free from score clusters which were not symmetrical a.ncl f:com d.is
trilJution gaps which were 1.meven in the original distribution. 

5}1.l though the distributions of the weighte(l intelligence sub-test 
scores of the research popul0-tion resembled. the a.istributions of the 
stB .. nc1"l.rd.izecl ·pQ'pule,.tion, the distribution scores clo not necessr:,.rily 
si.:;e.na. in the ~a;1e relationshi})S with ea.ch other in the two populations. 



Il'TTELLIGEl'ICE SUJ3-111EST lv1EAN'S AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
O:B1 ifiIJTI RESEARCH POPULATION 

Sub-Test 

Information . 
Comprehension 
Digit Span 
Arithmetic 
$ imilari ties 
Vocabulary 
Pie tu.re Arrangement • 
Picture Completion 
Block Design 
Object Assembly . 
Digit Symbol 

Mean 

10.31 
10.74 
7 .t)~l 

3. 77 
10 .31.~ 

9.21 
9,59 

10.16 
11.13 
10.71 
11.48 

SE of 
Mean* 

.16 
• ].$ 

.23 

.25 

.17 

.15 

.23 

.22 

.20 

.25 

.19 

*Standarct error of the mean 
**Standard deviation 

S .D. ** 

1. 78 
2.00 
2.61 
2.82 
1.97 
1.72 
2.64 
2.54 
2.23 
2.30 
2.lS 

***Standa.rd error of the standa.rd deviation 

SE of 
S.D.*** 

.11 

.12 

.16 

.17 

.12 

.11 

.16 

.16 

.14 
,17 
.14 

Each individual I s \veighted. sub-test score, within ee.ch sub-test 

distribution, wa.s next converted into a standard score in terms of its 

standard deviational value relative to the research population. The 
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sta~r.tcl..a,rd~ scores represe11'Ged tl1e sta,nda,rc1 a.evia .. tiona.l v~tlue of ea.,ch indi-

viclua.1 1 s ability in each of the sub-tests relatbre to the resea.rch popu-

lation as a whole. Then the standard scores were recora_ed in the approp-

riate place on prepared. four-by-six cards. 

score in each of the three mental a,bili ty area.s, the ste,ndard scores of 

his sub-test within. each given sub-test combination were averaged. to 

give one mente,l ability score for each given sub-test combination. This 

reduced the intelligence sub-test scores to three mental ability scores 

for each member of the population, and formed three new a.istributions 

of scores. Each mental a:bility score wa.s d.esigna.ted as X of a given 
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mental e,bili ty, and. is used to denote the incLivid:ual Is ra.w score of a 

given mental ability. Each inclivid.ua.1 1 s three mental ability scores 

were al so record.ea_ in a.n ,9ppro1Jriate place on the four-by-six card.s. 

~ ~ data. The original development of the mark: area. data was 

in relation. to the resea.rch popul;i.tion. The rea_evelopment of the de.ta 

we,s merely to restore the a:.rerage mark e,rea scores of the sub-populations 

to three-digit scores. Ea.ch mark areo, score wa.s designated. as X of a 

given mark a.rea, and is used to denote the incUvia_uaJ.' s raw score of a 

given mark a,rea. 

Development of Intr£i,-In.d.ividual Mesn Sce,tter 

At thts point, the a.r~;!;a were prepa.red for a a.evelopment of intra-

ino.ividual mee.n scatter in each of the three mark areas a.nd in each of 

the three mental ability areas. In developing the in tra.-individ:ua.l mea.n 

scatter, the distributions of X scores in each mark area and in each 

mental ab:i.li ty area. were equated between individ.ua,ls, ana_ then the intra,-

inclivid.ual mean scatter was found by computing a.ifferences within the 

individuals. 1rhe following steps were taken. 

Steu 1. The means and the standard devfa.tions of the X distribu---- -
tions were computed. for each me,rk a,rea, and for each mental ability 

area. The results a,re shown in Tables 9 and. 10. 

TABLE 9 

!vl]]J'U\'J'S ANTI S1l1Al'JDAPJ) DEVIATIONS OF X SCORES 
Ilif }1L\BK Ml.EA$ 

-
SE of 

Me,rk il..rea, l'J Mean Met.1:n S .D. 

English 130 LJ-9 .939 .BJ.S 9.329 
Mathematics 130 49 .3s9 .728 s.306 
Social Science 130 50.001 .665 7,581 

·--.. ·-----

S:Bl of 
S .D. 

.579 

.515 

.~,70 



The means a:nd the s·ta11de,rd a.evia.tions were computed preparatory to 

equa.t ing GD.ch of ·t;he means o.nd. each of the standa.rd d.evie;t ions in each 

trait distribution, and for converting the distributions of X scores 

into 11z 11 scores. 

TABLE 10 

lv1E.Al.1S AtTD STAI\l'DABD DEVINI1IOtiS 0]' X SCORT!lS 
IN' MEW TAL .AB ll.: I TY .i\Ii..lTIAS 

- ,·<-· --·-·-~--- . _,,,_,,__,,.__ ~---
Menhu SE of SE of 
Ability N Mes,n Mee.n S .D. S .D. 
------· 

A 130 49.959 .680 7,755 ,L!.S1 
B 130 50.012 .651 7.426 .461 
C 130 50.063 r-,7 ,OJ 7 .261 .450 
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Ste;e _g. The scores of each mark area. distribution and each mental 

ability area distribution were converted into distributions of nz11 scores 

having a mean of 50 and a stand.a.rd devia.tion of 10. 

Step J. For each ina.ivid:ue.l, 11 Z11 scores of X were computed. fo. ea.ch 

6 

of the three mark area distributions, a.nd in ea.ch of the three mental 

a,bili ty area distributions. 7 'I1his procedure equatea. the means ancl stand

ard a.eviations of the X a.istributions. 8 

6r t should be noted that II zu scores do not cha.nge the original form 
of the 6.istributions. Ibid., p. 157, 

7This technique established the standard deviational value of the 
position of X for each individua.l relative to the position of other 
individuals of the research popula,tion in any given trait e,rea. 

8 Also, since each uzn score represents a standard a.evi:3,tional value, 
the position of the scores in each trait area. were comparable to the 
position of the scores in any other trait area. 



S~e:e ~. All of the 11 Z11 scores of X in English, Mathematics, and 

Social Science were combined into one distribution; and all of the n Z" 

scores of X in Menta.J. Ability A, Mental Ability :S, and Mental Ability C 

were combined into another distribution. Each distribution was normaJ.

ized9 by the use of prepared pro bi ts .10 This process reduced the data, 

to two distributions and produced a, smooth distribution curve of equiv-

1 t . h d" t "b t· 11 a en scores in eac is r1 u 10n. 

Step 2,. Each individual's 11 Z11 score of X in English, Mathema,tics, 

5u,. 

and Social Science was replaced by a normalized 11z11 score of' X; and each 

normalized score was recorded in a table. 

Step_§. The mean of each individual's three normaJ.ized scores of 

English, Ma.theme.tics, a,nd Social Science was computed a.nd entered in a 

table to the left of the normalized scores. 

Step ]. The mean of ea.ch individual's three normalized scores was 

subtracted from each of the individual's normalized scores in English, 

Mathematics, and Social Science and entered in a, ta,ble to the right of 

his three normalized scores. 

Step~. The technique of steps 5, 6, and 7 was used to record 

tables of each individual's normalized 11 Z11 scores of X, the mea,n of his 

9Although the positions of the scores in each distribution of ttzn 
scores were comparable, differences between the positions of various 
scores within one tra.it distribution aml differences between the posi
tions of various scores within another trait a_istribution could not 
necessarily be construed a,s being comparable differences of a,bility. 
Therefore, in order to obtain comparable a.bility units, the distribu
tions of each trait area were coniliined and normalized. 

lO.PaJ.mer O. Johnson, Statistical Methods in Research, (New York, 
1949), pp. 160-62. 

11since now all of the scores within each trait are in one distribu
tion, the intra.-individua,l differences can be obtained precisely from 
comparisons of the same distribution curve. 
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th:r·ee normalized scores, and the mean scatter of his three normalized 

scores in Mental Ability A, MentaJ. Ability B, and Mental Ability C. 

The foregoing procedure found the intra-individual mean scatter of 

nor.ma.lized scores within each tra,it distribution for each indivio.ue,l of 

the resea.rch population. Step 7 found the individual I s raw mea.n scatter 

in English, Mathematics, a.nd Social Science; and step S found the indi-

vidue.l. 1 s raw mean scatter in Menta.l .Ability A, Ment81. A"oili ty B, a,nd 

Mental Jtbility C. An example of the ta,bles usea. for recorcl.ing intra.-

individual mean scatter in each trait d.istribution is Table 11. 

TABLE 11 

EXAMPLE OF TABLES OF RAW INTRA-HTDIVIDU.AL MEAJ.\l' SCATTER 
OF NOBM.ALIZED SCORES IN TRAIT DISTRIBUTIONS 

I ndi vi dual Mean 

Normalized scores* 
of mental abilities 

A B C 

Mean scatter** of 
mental a,bilities 

a b C 

1 60.s 61.1 

2 51! .• 3 39.4 

4.2 

10.7 

-4.5 

4.2 

0.3 

-14.9 

3 

4 

n 

*The distributions of normalized. scores were recorded in three
digit scores. The mean of each distribution was 50 and the standard 
deviation of each distribution was 10. 

**Mean scatter was recorded in positive or nega,tive scores. To 
lessen the possibility- of mista.ke, the positive scatter was originally 
recorded in blue a.nd the negative scatter was originally recorded in 
red. 



Equating the Distributions of Mean Sca,tter 

A result of obtaining intra-indi viclua.1 mean scatter of normalized 

scores in each trait was to find six new distributions of raw mean 

scatter, three distributions within each tra.i t; i.e., distributions of 

each individual I s mean scatter in English, Ma,thematics, and Social 

Science, and distributions of each indi vid.ual I s mean scatter in Mental 

Ability~~, Mental Ability B, and Menta,1 Ability C, Ea,ch individua,1 1 s 

mean sce,tter score in the six d.istributions ws,s designated as x, and is 

used to denote his raw mean scatter score in any given mark ;;1,rea,, and in 

any given mental ability area,. 

Mean scatter comparisons between com1)0nent parts of intra,-individual 

scatter patterns can be made at this point. Howe-,;er, before comparisons 

between configurations of intra-individ.ual scatter patterns can be a,de-

qoo,tely tested, there is the problem of variance rela.tionships1 2 in the 

scores of each mean scatter distribution to be considered. 

Now, variance relationships of two variables being compared. (e.g., 

marks in English being compared to test scores of Mental Ability A) cen 

be taken ca,re of b;y- statistical computa,tions which compare the two va,ri-

ables. However, one statistical romputation will not take care of the 

variance relationships of three variables when the three variables are 

compared to three other variables.13 For instance, a compa,rison between 

12The concern of variance here was the probable overlapping of 
factors of the x distributions. The va,riance rela,tionships considered 
were the variance relationships between the means, spread, and the 
general shape of the x distributions. 

13A given mean scatter distribution within a mark area may not 
necessarily stand in these.me variance relationship to another given 
mean scatter distribution. r.ehe same principle will apply to mean sca,tter 
distributions in mental ability area,s. 
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the intra-ind.i vidUB,1 mean scatter of English and the intra-individual 

mea.n scatter of Mental Ability A was made at this point, and chi square 

computations from contingency tables took care of the variance differ-

ences in the two distributions. However, a comparison between the intra-

individual mean scatter patterns of English, Mathematics, and Social 

Science and the intra-individu.a1 mean scatter patterns of Mental Ability 

A, Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C could not be made at this 

point because chi square computations from contingency tables would not 

simultaneously take care of variance differences in six distributions. 

Therefore, before the scatter patterns could be adequately tested, and 

before the three variables in the mark trait could be compared to the 

three variables in the mental ability trait, the variance relationships 

of the six variables being considered had to be reduced to one variance 

relationship within each trait. Consequently, in order to equate the 

variance of the mean scatter varia,bles so as to satisfy the preced.ing 

considerations, the following steps were taken: 

Step 1 • The means, the mean devia.tions, l4 the mean of the means, 

and the mean of the mean devie,tions of the x distributions of mea.n 

scatter were computed for each mark area. The re.sults are shown in 

Table 12. 

Step _g. The means, the mean devia.t ion, the mean of the means , and 

the mean of the mean deviations of the x distributions of mean scatter 

were computed for each menta1 ability area. The results15 are shown 

in Table 13. 

l4"The mean deviation ••• is the mean of the d.evia,tions of all 
the separate measures in a series taken from their central tendency . •11 

Garrett, Statistics JE: Edu.cation~ Pslchology, p. 55, 

15Although the means are virtua,lly the same, an inspection of the 



TABLE 12 

MJlJ.AWS AffD MEAU DEVIATIONS OF II\TTRA-INDIVIDtJ.AL 
ME.AH S OA'l1'.I1Jl1R IN MABK AREAS 

Mark Area 

English 
Ma thematics 
Social Science 

Mean of the means 

N 

130 
130 
130 

Mean of the mean a_evia.tions 

Meru'l. 

.025128 
-.043718 

.023590 

.000000* 

Mean** 
Devia.tion 

2.4-29743 
3.630256 
3.124102 

*Decimals were carried. to the number of places which 
were needed to show that the mean of the means equaled 
zero. 

**'J:!o be consistent, decimals in mean deviation were 
carried to the same number of places a.s the decimals in 
the mean. 

TABLE 13 

MEAI.lfS AND ME.AN DJWIATIONS OF INTBA-INDIVIDtJAt 
ME.Al.if SCATTER nr MENTJIJ.i ABILITY AREAS 

Mente1 Ability Mean 
Devi.9.tion Area 

~I.\. 
J3 
C 

Mean of the 

Mea.n of the 

N 

130 
130 
130 

Means 

Mean Devia.tions 

Mean 

-.019744 
.033333 

-.013590 

.000000 

7.043S46 
5,36s205 
5 -~-40256 

mean deviations indicated tbat the mean scatter of mental abilities is 
greater thc"3.n the mean scatter of mark a.rea.s. This would suggest that 
teacher measurement of ma,rks in secondary schools allows for less score 
variation the,n do scientifically constructed tests such as the VTechsler
:Bellevue Scf.•,le. The greater mea.n deviation of Mental Ability A is most 
likely due, a.t lee.st in part, to the fact that the scores of this mental 
a·b ili ty area were derived. from only two intelligence sub-tests, while 
the other n10nta.l ability areas were d.erivec1 from three intelligence sub
tests. 
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SteE 2• Algebraic equations were made and solved for converting the 

mean scatter of ea,ch x. distribution of mark area~ into distributions of 

mea,n deviational values16(11 Z11 scores of x) 17 having a mea.n of zero and a 

mean deviation equa.l to the mea.n of the mean deviations, i.e., a mean of 

.000000 and a mean deviation of 3.061367 • 

. ~te2 ~. Algebraic equations were made and solved for converting 

the mean sca,tter of each x distribution of menta,1 ability areas into 

distributions of mea,n devia,tional values ( 11 Z11 scores of x) he.ving a, mean 

of zero and a. mea,n deviation equal to the mean of the mea..n deviations, 

i.e., a mean of .000000 end a meen deviation of 5.950769. 

Ste]2 .2• For each indivia_uel, 11 Z11 scores of x were computed in each 

f 'h thr k tt d' t · 1-·t· . l$ a h ''Z'' o· r. e ee mar area me~m sea er 1s rJ.vu. ,ions; an ea.c score 

of x was record.ea in tables. 

Step.§. In order to obtain equivalent ability units, all of the 

"zn scores of x in the mark areas of English, Mathematics, and SociaJ. 

Science were combined into one distribution; and the distribution was 

normalized. by the use of prepared pro bits •1 9 

.§~ l• Each individUE.J..l' s normaJ.izea_ "Z" score of x in English, 

16since computations of mee.n sca,tter were derived from a mean, the 
deviational va.lues of mean scatter were computed from mean deviation 
statistics. A :mea.n deviationaJ. veJ.ue as used here is the ord.inal rela,
tionship of an :x: score in a given mea.n sca,tter a.istribution rela,tive to 
other x scores in the same distribution. 

17The computations of mea.n devia.tionaJ. va1ues were a.s "Z" scores 
of x. Ibid. , p. 157. 

18This procedure equa,tea_ the mean ana_ the mean devia.tions of the x 
distributions. Also, it pla.ced ea,ch indi vidus.l 1 s mean and mean devia.
tional score into a position comparable to the positions of the mean and 
the mean deviation of all of the other scores within each trait distri
bution. 

19Palmer O. Johnson, Statistical Methods in Resea.rch, pp. 160-62. 



Mathematics, and Socfal Science was found ancl enterec:l in tables to the 

right of the scores indicated in step 5. 

Step ..§. The techniques of steps 5, 6, and 7 were used. to record 

ta,ble s of each indi viclual I s normalized II zn score of x in Mental Ability 

A, Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C. 

An example of the tables used for recorcling tr zu scores of x a.nd 

normalized. "zn scores of x is Table lD,, 

Pupil 

1 

2 

3 

4 

n 

11'.ABLE 14 

EXAMPLE OF TABLES 01!" EQ,UATED DISTBI:BUTIOJ)TS OF 
INtTJi.-INDIYIIIU'.AL MEAN SCATTER 

(Mental Ability Areas) 

Metin Deviationa.l Values* 
of Mean Scatter Scores 

(nzn Scores of x) 

a b C 

-3.0 2.2 1.7 

12 ).~ -5.3 -10.$ 

'.[formalized Mean Devia.tional 
Values** of Mean Scatter Scores 
(Norm:ilized 11 zu Scores of x) 

b C 

L~6 ,0 52.2 

43.5 

*Mean deviatiom-il values were recorded in positive or negative 
scores. 'I1o lessen the po ssfbili ty of mistake, the positive scatter wae. 
originally record.ea. in ·blue 1md. tbe neg,9,tive sce,tter was origirn,1,lly re
corded in red, 

**The distributions of normalizea. mean devia.t:i.onal values were re
cordec1- in three-digit scores. The mea..n of ea.ch distribution ws.s 50 2,na. 
the sta,ndB.rd deviation of each a.istr:i.bution was 10. 

At this point, the development of tl:e data was completed. rrhe 

variemce of each x distribution had been equated ana. norma.lizea.; and 

since the a.istribution scores were in equal ability units, each intra-
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individual sca.tter pa.ttern of mark areas was directly comparable to each 

intra-ind_ividuaJ. scatter pattern of mental e,bili ty areas. 

Statistical Si.gnif'j.cance of Scatter Relationships 

Ea,ch ind.ividual' s sca,tter pattern of ma.rks in English, Me,thematics, 

a.nd Social Science was compared to the sAme individual's scatter pattern 

of scores in Mental .Ability A, Me11tal Ability B, and Mental Ability C. 

1I1hen, each individual I s mean sca,tter of English was compa,red to his rm'! 

mean. scatter in Mental Ability A; each in.di vidua.1 1 s mean scatter in 

Ms,thema:tics was compare cl to his mean sc2>.tter in Mental Ability B; and. 

each ind.i vi dual I s mean scatter in Social Science was compared to his mean 

scatter in Mental Ability C. 

The compa,risons were ma,de by the use of the statistical methods of 

chi square of independence in contingency ta.bles, and. by coefficients of 

contingency. Differences were tested by computing chi square encl the 

significance of the difference, and. agreement was tested_ by computing 

the coefficient of contingency. 

~ pattern comp~,risons. Contingency tables were constructed 

with rows and columns of spaces bounded by equidistant stana.ard devia

tional va.lues of normalized mean scatter. As a. check against a,typical 

concentrations of the data, two ta.bles were made: one table wa.s six

fold with the cell s:pa.ces bound.ed by one (1.00) standard deviation (i.e., 

3.00 to 2.00, 2.00 to 1.00, 1.00 to 0.00, 0.00 to -1.00, -1.00 to -2.00, 

a.nd -2.00 to -3 .00 standard deviations); the other table was seven-fold 

with the cell spaces bounded by nine tenths (0,90) of one ste,nda.rd. a_evi

ation (i.e., 3 .15 to 2.25, 2.25 to 1.35, 1.35 to o.45, o.ur5 to -o.L~5. 

-O.l+5 to -1.35, -1.35 to -2.25, and -2.25 to -3,15 stand.a.rd d.evh,.tions). 

The <.U.stribution of scores in each scatter pattern covered. approxima;tely 
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six standara. deviations. 

Comparisons of each individual I s merm scatter pattern were plotted 

in the contingency tables as follows: (1) from a table (such as Table 

14) a given ina.ividua.1 1 s equated mean scatter in English was found; 

(2) from 1I1able 14 the same i.11.dividual 1 s eq11c-=i..tecl mean scatter in Mental 

Ability A was found; (3) the row in which the meim scatter va,lue of 

English fell was located. in the contingency ta.ble, the row WliMl followed 

until the row intersected. the cell space of the column in which the mean 

scatter value of Mental Ability JI. fell, a,nd a tally mark vm.s :plotted in 

the cell space; (11.) the three techniques above were used to plot a tally 

mark for the same indivia.ua.l in Mathematics and. Mental Ability B, and 

for the same individual in Social Science and Menta,l Ability C, respec

tively; (5) the same techniques were continued until each individual I s 

sca,tter pattern of marks was compared with his scatter pattern of mental 

abilities; s,nd (6) the tally marks in the contingency tables were tabu

lated, and the total of tally marks in each cell space were recorded 

within each cell space. i:rhe data of each contingency table were teGted 

by chi squa,re of independence a;nd by contingency coefficients. 

The null hypothesis to be tested. was, namely, tha.t the intra

indivia.ual scatter patterns of marks in English, Mathematics, s.nd Social 

Science are essentially unrelated or indepena.ent of the intra.-indtviduaJ 

scatter patterns of scores in Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and 

Mental Ability C. 

The results are shown in Table 15. Chi square re,reals a wia.e a.i

vergence of difference from what is expected on the null hypothesis. 

Since chi square is large, and the significance of the o.ifference ( .001) 

is highly significant, the null hypothesis was re,jected. Therefore, it 



TABLE 15 

COMPARISONS BETV!EE:lif nnHA-Il::fDIVIDUXL SC~~TTER PATTEBHS 
0:B' M.ABK AREAS 31):rn MElifTAL ABILITY ARFiAS 

Chi 
Ta,ble Size N Square Sig. C 

,;:,<. 
.:.,J.X by stx 390 53.s41 .001 .3S1 

Seven by seven 390 66.072 .001 .411 __ "'"' __ , ___ :~-----------·-·--------··--~-
*Standard error of the contingency coeffic:ient 

SE* 
of C 

.051 

.051 

me,y be concluded that the intra-inclividual scatter patterns of mar.k 

areas are essentia.lly related aria. dependent on the intra,-individu<J,l 

scatter y;atterns of mental ability aree,s. Since the sca.tter :patternf! 

a.re testecl. in contingency ·tables of positive and negative achievement, 

:positive achievement in one trait may be se,id to be related_ to :positive 

achievement in the other tre.it, end neg1:,,tive ~,,chievement in one tre,i t 

may be saicL to be related. to nega.tive achievement in the other trait: 

furthermore, the patterns in this respect will d.if:ferentiate positive 

ana. nega.tive levels of achievement in the two tra,i t a.re.9,s. The coeffi-

cient of contingency, al though not high in the ratio of its rels,tion-

ship, is nevertheless sta,tisticttll;y significant. Therefore, it ce.n be 

statea. with cmJ.fia.ence tha.t intra.-indivia.ual scG,tter pat°Gerns of me.rk 

.':l,reas are related to intre.-b.o.ividual sco,tter patterns of mental ability 

Comparisons between in.tra.-indi virlUB,l 

mee_n scatter o :f Jllnglish and Mental Ability A, !;fa thematics ;;mc.l Mental 

A'bility B, fUld Social Science and Mental Ability C ·r1ere ma.de to test the 

scatter <2:u.:b-h~11>othes1:~s, and to determine the extent to which the com-

ponent mean scatter relG,tio:nships exist. In orc'l.er to free the x 



distributions of mean sca.-tter from the equa,ted variance of the sca,tter 

pattern distributions, and since only two variables vwre involved, the 

mean sca:tter comparisons were maa.e from the x a_istributions of ra.w mean 

scatter. 

Three four-·by-four contingency tables20 were constructed with rows 

and columns of cell spaces in ea,ch contingency te,ble bounded. by mean 

deviation values consistent with the mea.n deviation of the mea.n scatter 

wit;h respect to plus ~md min:us scores being above or below the mean 

deviation. irhe cell spaces of each side of the tt'fbles were labeled a,s 

follows: 2, 1, -1, and-2; 2 was for positive scatter a,bove the mean 

deviation, l wr:cs for positive scatter boundea_ ·by the mean and tr...e me:=m 

deviation, -1 was for minus scatter boundea_ by the mea;a and the mean 

devia.tion, and -2 wa.s for minus scatter below the mean deviation. 

Comparisons of each ina.ividw,l Is raw mean scatter were plot tea. in 

contingency tables a,s follows: (1) from a. table ( such a,s Table 11) a 

given i:o.d.ividual' s raw rnea.n scatter in English wa,s found; (2) from Table 

11 the sa1ne individual I s raw mean scl1,tter in Mental Ability,,,\ we,s found: 

(3) too row in which the mean scatter of English fell was located in the 

contingency ta.ble, the row was follovved until the row intersected the 

cell space of the column in which the mean sca,tter of Mental A1)ili ty A 

fell, and a, ta.lly mark wa.s plotted_ in the cell space; (~.) the three 

precec1ing steps were continued 1U1til ea.ch individual I s raw me."in scatter 

of 1Dnglish was compared with his raw mean sca.tter of Mental Ability A; 

(5) the tally nu,.rks in the contingency table were tabulated and the 

20""tb t} .C' n t' • ·h t.,_ • v11. __ ·1e .1 requency 01 .ne scores in eac mean sea 1.1er comparison 
being 130, the nuniber of cla,s se s in the contingency ta.ble s was reduce a. 
to four; i.e., a fo1.1r-by-four te:ble with four rows a.nd four columns. 
'I'his made scores in the cell spaces more reliable. 



tota.l of t.9.lly marks in ea.ch cell space was recorded. within each cell 

space. 

Using tbe techniques of the preceding paragraph, compa.risons of each 

individua.J. 1 s raw mean scatter were tabulated in a second contingency 

te,ble for Ma.thematics and Mental Ability :B, and comparisons of ea.ch indi-

vidual 1 s raw mean sca.tter were tabula.tad in a. third conti':lgency table 

for Socie.1 Science and Menta.J. Ability C. 

'l'he null hypo theses to be tested were: (1) that the in tra-indi vidua.1 

mean scatter of English is essentially unrelated or independent of the 

intra-individual mean scatter of Menta.J. Ability A,, ( 2) tha,t the intra-

individual mean scatter of Mathematics is essentially unrela.ted or inde-

pendent of the intra-individual mean scatter of Mental Ability Il, a.nd 

(3) that the intra-individual mean scatter of Social Science is essen-

tially unrelated or independent of the intra-individual mee.n scatter of 

Mental Ability C. 

The results of the statistical computa.tions are shown in Table 16. 

Table Size 

TA13LE 16 

COMP • .\.RISONS :BETVlJllEN ME.AN' SCATTER OF 
HYPOTHESIZED R1llLATIONSHIPS 

N 
Chi 

Square Sig. 

English ~ Men ta.l Ability ! 

C 
SE* 
of C 

Four by four 130 2$. 93 5 . 001 • 493 . OB 3 

Mathema,tics and Menta,l .A.bili tjY: 1?_ 

Four by four 130 19.953 .02 .4-21 .OBS 

Social Science~ Mentel Ability .Q 

Four by four 130 18.483 .04 .408 .088 

*Standard error of the contingency coefficient 



The results shevv that the chi square scores are large, e.nd that the sig-

nificance of the differences is sufficient to warrant the rejection of 

the null hypothesis in each comparison. Therefore, it is concluded that 

the differences are real, and that intra-individual mean scatter of 

English, Mathematics, a.nd Socia.l Science, respectively, is related and 

dependent, in degree, on the intr8.-ina.ividual mean scatter of Mental 

Ability .A, Mental Ability B, a.nd Mental Ability 0, respectively; a,lso, 

that the hypothesized relationships of the scatter sub-hypotheses exist. 

Furthermore, each contingency coefficient is significant. An estimation 

of the stand.ard error of C (by the formula, of 1 over the squa.re root 

of N) gives evidence that the true ra.tio of the relationships may vary 

considerably from wha.t is found in the experimental results; however, 

since the o·bserved. ratios range from ~- .6 to 5 .6 times the estimated 

stand.a.rd. error, it may be stated with confia.ence tha,t the existing rela-

tionships are ste.tistic.9lly significant. 



OH.APTER VI 

CROSS VALIDATION 

The cross validation was made in ord.er to discover whether the 

results found from the investigation of the data in another research 

population would confirm the results found in the origina,l study. No 

attempt was made to relate the intelligence sub-test data to the mark 

data, since this was done in the original study. The procedure was first 

to quantify the basic data and then proceed to the analysis of data from 

mark averages in English, Mathematics, and Social Science and mental 

ability scores in Mental Ability A, Mental AbilityB, and Mental Ability 

C. The originally hypothesized relationships of marks and mental abili

ties were tested by the same statistical methods. A summary of the 

steps of cross validation is reported in the following pages. 

The Research Population 

The research population defined. The research population of the 

cross validation is defined as the 17 to 19 age group (inclusive) of the 

senior class of 1952-1953 and the senior class of 1953-1954, of La, Joya 

High School in Hidalgo County, Texas. The research population consisted 

of 30 boys and 20 girls. 

Background~~ research population. The geographic area of the 

population is located in the southern extremity of Texas near the mouth 

of the Rio Grande River. 1rhe population consists of many Latin-American 

pupils with a bi-lingual background. 
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The economic structure is chiefly the result of agricul tu.re. Much 

of the land is irriga,ted a.nd produces grapefru:t t, oranges, cotton, and 

various vegetable crops. Incomes, in general, have a ra,ther wide spre:.id. 

The area is densely popuJ.a, ted. 1I'here are ma,ny towns, but the background. 

is fund9.men tally ruraJ .• 

Sources of the data. As in the original investigation, the data, 

were obtained from two sources. (1) The individual pupil marks of the 

high school study (grades 9 to 12, inclusive) were obtained from the 

school records for each member of the population. (2) Ea.ch member of 

the population had previously been given the Vlechsler-Bellevue Intelli

gence Scale Form I, by the writer. Scores obtained by the writer fur

nished the second source of the data. 

Me,rk Da,ta 

Divisi~ of th~~ data. In as much as the population consisted 

of two senior classes, the population of marks was a.ivided such that the 

marks from each senior class became, at first, a sub-population. This 

was done in order to have a better comparison of marks, since in this 

way pupils would be compared in standard scores wHh pupils with whom 

they had actually competed for marks; furthermore, it virtually elimi

nated the differences in the teacher element since most of ea,ch class 

had the same teacher. For each senior class, all of the recorded high 

school marks in English, Mathematics, and Social Science were translated 

from letter marks into numerical marks a,ppropriate to the marking system 

of the school. The numerical marks that each pupil haa_ obtained in 

English were summated, and each pupil was given an average numerical mark 



of his work in English; the sa.me procedure was followed relative to 

Ma,thematics and Social Science. 

Basic techniques ,2! quantification. For each senior class, the 

mean and the standard deviation were computed from the distribution of 

average scores of each pupil in English. The sa.me procedure was used 

relative to Mathematics and Social Science. The means and standard 

deviations are shown in Tables 17 and 18. Senior class I is the 17 to 

19 age group of seniors who graduated in 1954, while senior class II is 

the 17 to 19 age group of seniors who graduated in 1953. The age group 

denotes the age of the pupils at the time of the administration of the 

Wechsler-Bellevue Scaie. 

TABLE 17 

MEA..~S AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BAY/ SCORES 
IN MARK ARE.AS OF SENIOR CLASS I 

SE of 
Mark Area N Mean Mean S. D. 

English 23 75.630 1.293 6.202 
Mathematics 23 77.696 1.330 6.377 
Social Science 23 76.848 1.329 6.372 

SE of 
S. D. 

1.194 
1.227 
1.226 

Each mark area distribution, within each senior class, was converted 

into standard scores having a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. 

Thus, each pupil's avera,ge numericaJ. mark of his work in English, Mathe-

matics, and Socia1 Science, respectively, was converted into a standard 

score with respect to the mark area distribution of his senior class. 

Next, the standard scores of each mark area, regardless of class, 

were combined into one distribution. Since· aJ.l of the ma.rks were in 

standard scores, the positions of the scores between each mark area 

were comparable. The mean and standard deviation of each combined mark 



Mark Area 

English 
Mathematics 

MElANS .AN'D STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RAW SCORES 
IN MARK AREAS OF SEN'IOR CLASS I I 

SE of 
N Mean Mean S. D. 

27 82.989 • 845 5. 733 
27 79.396 1.266 8,587 

Social Science 27 s2.37s .994 6. 739 
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SE of 
S. D • 

.7so 
1.169 

.917 

area distribution were computed and converted info a distribution with a 

mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. These statistics a,re shown 

in Table 19. 

Mark Area, 

English 
Mathematics 

TABLE 19 

MElAN'S .A.ND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COMBil'lED SCOBES 
IN MARK AREAS 

SE of 
N Mean Mean S. D. 

50 50.020 1.413 9.993 
50 49.996 1.503 10 .063 

Social Science 50 49.936 l )~16 10.013 

SE of 
S. D. 

.999 
1.006 
1.001 

Then, each individual I s standard scores were converted into 11 Z11 

scores. At this point, the standard scores of each mark area were equated. 

The mark area d8,ta were reail.y for intra-individual comparisons. 

Intelligence Sub-test Data 

Development of~ intelligence sub-test data. Since the Wechsler-

Bellevue Scale was administered by the same person, namely, the writer, 

and since each sub-test was scored in terms of the standardized popula-

tion, division of the classes into sub-populations was not necessa,ry. 



The weighted sub-test scores of each intelligence sub-test were 

recorded for each pupil. Then the mean and stana.ard deviation of ea,ch 

intelligence sub-test to be considered were obtained, These statistics 

a,re shown in Table 20, 

TABLE 20 

HTTELLIGENCE SUB-TEST iv!EAN'S AND S TAi'l\'.fDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF THE CROSS V.ALIDA1l1ION POPULATION 

SE of SE of 
Sub-Test Mean Mean S. D. s. D, 

Information 5.96 .330 2.33 .23:1 
Digit Span 6.74 .302 2.14 .214 
Ari t:bmetic 6.62 .4-21 2.98 ,298 
S imilari ties 6.36 .354 2.50 .250 
Picture Arrangement 7.20 ,382 2.70 .270 
Picture Completion 7.38 .363 2.57 .257 
Block Design 9.06 .342 2.4·2 .242 
Digit Symbol 9.96 .308 2.18 .218 

Next, each individual's weighted sub-test score, with.in each sub-

test distribution, was converted into a, sta,ndard score in terms of its 

sta.nclard devia,tional value rela,.tive to the research population. The 

stana.ard scores were computed in terms of a mean of 50 and a standard 
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deviation of 10. Then, each incUvid:ua,1 1 s standard score was recorded in 

tables. 

Development 2.f .!h£ mental abili t~" ~ data. In order to obtain e, 

score in each of the three mental ability area.s for each member of the 

population, the sta,nda,rd scores of es,ch sub-test combina.tion were aver-

aged so as to give one mental ability score for ee,ch of the sub-test 

combinations . Each individual I s standard score in Digit Span and Digit 

Symbol, when averaged, gave his raw score in Mental Ability A. The se.me 

procedure was used for Arithmetic. Picture Completion, and Block Design 
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relative to Men ta.l Ability E, ana. for Information, Similarities, and 

Pic"ture Arra,ngemeut relative to Mental Ability C. 

In order to convert the re.w scores of each mental. ability into 

stand.a.rd scores, the mean an:i standard a.aviation of each mantel a.bility 

distribution were obtained. The scores are shown in Table 21. 

Mental 
Ability 

A 
B 
C 

TABLE 21 

MEANS .A!."\TD S1rANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BAW SCOBES 
IN lVlEMT.A.'L AB Ilr I TY .AF.EAS 

SE of 
N' Mean Mean s. D. 

50 49.688 1.023 7.272 
50 49.824 1.177 8 .325 
50 50.000 1.170 8.273 

SE of 
s. D. 

.727 

.832 

.827 

Finally, each mental ability raw score, within each mental ability 

distribution, was converted into a standard score in terms of its sta.na.-

ard deviational value relative to the research population. The stand.a.rel 

scores were computed in terms of a mean of 50 and a stand.ard devfa.tion of 

10. Each individual obtained a, stana.ard score for each mentel ability • 

.Analysis of the Data 

Development of Equ.e,ted Intra-Individual Mean Scatter 

Step!• Each individual's mental ability scores were recorded in 

tables.1 The mean of the mental ability area scores for each individua,l 

was computed a.nd recorded to the left of the other three scores. Then, 

the mea.n of the three mental. ability scores was subtracted from each of 

1Table l, page 28, illustrates the form of the tables. 
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his three men·~al ability scores, and the differences were recorded in 

the appropriate place to the right of the three scores. This gave the 

raw mean scatter scores for each individual; these scores were record.ad 

in positive or negative values, as the case might be. Table 22 gives a.n 

illustration of the mean scatter scores. The same treatment was applied 

to the mark area stancla.rd scores. 

TABLE 22 

ILLUSTRATION OF MJ!1AL"'if SCATTER SCORES 

-
Mente,l A"bili tl Mental Ability Scatter 

Pupil Mean A B C a. b C 

1 60.0 60.1 61.9 57 .J.i. 0.7 1.9 -2.6 
2 41.1 44.9 37.7 40.7 3.S -3 .J.i. -o.4 
3 50.2 48.1 51. 7 50.s -2.1 1.5 .6 
4 42.l 29 .1 51.3 45.9 -13 .o 9.2 3.s 
5 59.7 64.o 67.2 47,9 4.3 7,5 -11.s 
n 

Step _g. A result of obtaining intra-ind.ividual mee,n scatter in ee.ch 

trait was to find six new distributions of raw mean scatter, three dis-

tributions within each trait; i.e., distributions of each individual's 

mee.n scatter in English, Mathematics, and Social Science, and distribu-

tions of each individual I s mean sca,tter in Mental Ability A, Menta.1 

Ability B, ana_ Mental Ability C. In order to equate the variance of 

the mean scatter for each of the six distributions of mean scatter, the 

summation of the mean scatter for each of the six new distributions wa.s 

obtained, and the mesm and the mean deviation were computed for each 

distribution. The results are shown in Tables 23 and 24. The mea,n 

deviations within the two traits sta.nd in the sa.me relation as in the 

original population with the exception that the mean deviation of the 

English scores is larger. 



TABLE 23 

MEANS A1.1'D lvl'.lllAW DEVIATION"S OF INTBA-Il'TDIVIIU.AL 
MEAN S CATT.illR IN TvIARK ABE.AS 

Mark Area N Mean Mean Deviation 

English 50 .6934oo 4.054660 
Ma.thematics 50 .453400 4.129340 
Social Science 50 -1.146600 3,332000 

Trait Area 150 .000000 3 ,S38667 

Step J. Each of the mark area mean scatter distributions and ea,ch 

of the mental ability area mean sca.tter distributions was converted into 

mean deviational values in terms of the respective mean and mean d.evi-

at ion of each tra.i t. The mark area mean scatter has a mea..'l of zero and 

a mean deviation of 3 .838667, while the mental ability trait area has a 

mean of zero and a mean deviation of 4.917778. The meci.n devia.tional 

value of each indivic.ual' s score was recorded for ea.ch indivia.ua.1 of the 

population. 

TA13LE 24 

MElAHS ~.;J:ID MEAN DEVIATIONS OF INTBA-INDIVIDU.AL 
MEAN SCATTER IN MENT.AL ABILITY AREAS 

Mental Ability 
Area N Mean Mean Deviation 

A 50 -.540000 5.580660 
B 50 .940000 4.22334o 
C 50 .400000 4.99l.~934 

Trait Area 150 .000000 4.91777g 
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Ste:e~· As was done in the originaJ. study, 2 in order to normalize 

the mean deviational values of each trait area, the mean deviational 

values of each individual's scores in English, Ma.thematics, and Socia1 

Science were combined into one distribution; and the distribution was 

norma1ized by the use of pro bi ts. The same procedure was applied to the 

mental ability trait areas. 

Step .2• The normalized mean deviational values of each ina.ividual I s 

scores were recorded in tables.3 

Inter-Trait Comparisons 

Scatter pattern compariso~~· Scatter pattern comparisons were 

tested by chi squ.a,re of independence in contingency tables, and by con-

tingency coefficients. In as much as the cross validation has a reduced 

number of cases, it was deemed advisable to use no more than a four-by-

four contingency table; fifty cases do not lend themselves to reliable 

computations beyond a fourfold table. Since a four-by-four table adapts 

nicely to mean deviational values, the cell spaces of the contingency 

table were labeled as follows: 2, 1, ~1, and -2. 2 is a positive scat-

ter above the mean deviation, l is a positive scatter bounded by the 

mean and the mean deviation, -1 is a negative scatter bounded by the 

mean and the mean de·viation, and -2 is a, negative sca.tter below the mean 

a.aviation. The mean deviation of the normalized distributions of the 

mark trait areas and the mental ability trait areas was set at the points 

which found the middle 57.5 per cent of the distributions. 

The two trait patterns of es.ch individual were compared and plotted. 

2see "Equating the Distributions of Mean Sca,tter," Chapter V. 

3see Table 14, Chapter V. 



according to previous h,1rpothesized. rela,tionships of' intra-individual 

mea.n scatter. 4 The method of comparison of' scatter patterns is illus-

tratea. in the following hypotheticaJ. example. Let ca,se number one have 

a trait pattern in ma.rks as follows: -2 in English, plus 1 in Mathe-

ma tics, a,nd plus 1 in Social Science. Let him hiwe a tra,i t pattern in 

mentaJ. a,bili ties as follows: -2 in Mental .Ability A, plus 1 in Mental 

Ability B, and plus 1 in Mental Ability C. According to the hypothesized 

relationships, English is :plotted aga,inst Mental Ability A, Mathematics 

is plotted against Mental Ability B, and Social Science is plotted. against 

Mental ~4.bility C. In this instance, case number one has a. trait pattern 

in marks which is identical to, and agrees with, the tra.it pattern of 

mental abilities. The extent to which the mean sce.tter patterns tend to 

agree is measured by ta.bulating the plots in the cell spaces of the con-

tingency table, computing chi square, and solving for the contingency 

coefficient. Chi square indicates the significance of the difference 

between the observed relationship and the expected relationship, and the 

confidence with which one can expect the scores in one trait to d:i.fferen-

tiate success or failure in the achievement of scores in a.nother trait. 

The results of comparing the two trait patterns are shown in 

Table 25. 

Table Size 

Four by four 

TABLE 25 

COMPARISON. OF SCATTER PATTERNS ClIT' MARKS WB~H 
SCATTER PATTERN'S OF M:filNTAL A13ILITI~S 

Square Sig. C 

150 27.4B9 .001 .!+55 

4see "Development af the Mental Abilities," Cb.apter IV. 

SE of C 

.082 
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The null hypothesis to be tested is, nemely, that the intra-indi-

vidual scatter patterns of nw.rks are essentially unrelated or independ.ent 

of the intra-individual scatter patterns of mental abilities. Chi square 

reveals a wide divergence of difference from what is expected on the null 

hypothesis. The significance of the difference ( .001) is highly sig-

nificant; therefore, the null hypothesis must be rejected. The contin-

gency coefficient, which is almost nine times its estimated standard 

error, is also significant. This confirms the original study and. sug-

gests that the relationships exist .as hy-pothesized. 

~ scatte! comparisons. Mean scatter compa,risons were also tested 

by chi square of independence in contingency tables, and by contingency 

coefficients. The oomponent parts of the scatter patterns were tested 

in the mam1er as stated. before. Inter-test comparisons of each ind.i-

via:u2,1 1 s raw rnei~n scatter were made as follows: English with Mental 

Ability A, Mathematics with Mentel Ability B, and Social Science with 

Mental Ability C. The comparisons were plotted in two-by-two contingency 

tables, with the me2n scatter being either above or below the mean of 

the ra,w mean scatter scores of each individual. The results are shown 

in Table 26. 

Table size 

Four by four 

Four by four 

1J1 our by four 

TABLE 26 

CGM:PARISOHS BE1r1TIE:!TIN MB'JAN SCl1.TTER OF 
HYPOTil:ElS I ZED BEL.A.TI OJ§SHIPS 

N Chi Square Sig. 

English~ Mental Ability! 

50 7 .21$ .01 

Mathematics and Mental Ability~ ----
50 11.76g .001 

Social Science' ~nd Menta,l Ability.£ 

50 3 .49S .07 
*Standard error of the contingency· coefficient 

('I SE of C* V 

.502 .141 

.617 .141 

.362 .1t~1 



The eypotheses ·t;o be tested are: namely, (1) that the intra-indi

vidual mean scatter of English is essentially unrelated to or independent 

of the in.tra-individuaJ. mean scatter of Mental Ability A, (2) thB,t the 

intra,-individua.l mean scatter of Matheme,tics is essentially unrelated to 

or independent of the intra-individual mean scatter of Mental Ability :B, 

and (3) that the intra-individuaJ. mean scatter of Social Science is 

essentially unrela,ted to or independent of the intre,-ind.ividue,l mean 

scatter of Mental Ability C. 

The results revea1 that the statistical significance of the chi 

square score in the SociaJ. Science and Menta,l Ability C comparison fell 

slightly above the level of confidence sufficient to reject the null 

hypothesis (.07). The contingency coefficient is estimated to be sig

nificant at the .05 level. The interpretation is inconclusive. The 

other two e.reas of comparison show a large chi square and are highly 

significant; therefore, the null !lJll)Othesis must be rejected. 

Conclusions 

The methods and techniques of e,nalysis used in the cross validation 

a.re the sa.Jlle as used in the original study. However, the steps of nor

malizing the distributions of standard scores along the ws;y we.re omitted. 

These steps of omission, with fifty cases, would seem to be not only 

,justifiable, but necessary. The purpose of normalizing the ds.ta was to 

get the scores into equal ability units which were compe,rable; however, 

standard scores in. e, frequency distribution of fifty will be expected 

to have score clusters, uneven gaps in the distribution, uneven spread 

of extreme scores, and_ different shapes. NormaJ.ized scores of these 

distributions would tend to be forced into unnatural positions of com

parison, and would not be very representative of a normalized function. 



Una.er the circumsta,nces, standard scores were considered to be more 

repre sen tat ive. 
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In general, the cross validation of the original study confirms what 

was found before. Vli th the exception of the SociaJ. Science-Mental Ability 

C relgtionships, the results were statistically more significant than 

results of the original study. If it could be assumed that the trend of 

the cross valia.ation a.a.ta would continue in the se,me porportion for 130 

cases, the results would indicate that the differences of the Social 

Science-Mental Ability C rele.tionship were sta.tistica.J.ly significant. 

For exa1nple, chi squ;;i,re of the Social Science-Mental Ability C relation

ship woula. be 9 .095 in a twofold contingency table, a.nd the significance 

of the difference would be .02. Of course one cannot conclude from 

assumptions; therefore, it is concluded tha,t, from the a.a.ta at hana., 

the relationship of this particular comparison is inconclusive. The 

comparisons of English and Mental AbilHy A, Ma.thematics and Mental 

Ability J3, and the trait patterns of the whole config1,1ra,tion confirm 

the findings of the original stuay. This suggests that the basic hy

pothesized rela.tionship of these comparisons does exist, and. tha,t it is 

characteristic within the research popula,tion. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMYiARY' AT.ID CON CL US IONS 

Summary 

Foreword. This study seeks to a_iscover whether patterns of marks 

which pupils receive in school studies are related. to patterns of sub

test scores which pupils receive in the Vlechsler-:Bellevue Intelligence 

Scale; and if so, what characteristic relationships exist. The originai 

data were collected from a research population of 130 high school sen

iors, and the cross-validation data were collected from a research popu

lation of 50 high school seniors. The d.ata consist of: (1) pupil marks 

in English, Ma,thematics, and Social Science as obtained from school 

records, and (2) pupil intelligence sub-test scores resulting from the 

administrating and scoring of the 'Vfechsler-:Sellevu.e Intelligence Scale 

by the writer. 

Development of the Problem 

Quantification of the data. In as much as the marking systems of 

the schools represented in the original popula.tion were not the same, 

the popula,tion of marks was divid.ed so that the marks from ea,ch school 

became, at first, a sub-popula,tion. All of the recorded high school 

marks of each sub-population were translated into equivalent numerical 

values appropriate to the particular marking system of ea.ch school con

cerned. For example, a mark of 11:S" might receive a numerical value of 

eighty-five. The numerica,l veJ.ues of the marks for each class of sub

ject matter were then recorded separately for each sub-population. The 

e:o 



mean and sigma statistics were computed for each mark area within ea.ch 

sub-population. Then, standa,rd or 11 Z11 scores were computed for each 

individual I s mark area. average within ea,ch sub-population. The nzn 

scores for each mark area were grouped together with the uzn scores of 

like marl{ areas in tb..e other sub-popu1a,ti ons in such a manner as to 

normaJ.ize, within limitations, the whole popu1ation of each mark area., 

Bl 

by converting the 11 Z11 scores into "T" scores. This was done for the 

purpose of transforming like mark area data into equivalent scores of 

equa1 ability units, which could be combined into one distribution, and 

which woulcl be directly comparable to other distributions likewise tr~ms

formed. JHnaJ.ly, the normalized mark area scores, for each individual 

of the research population, were recorded in tables; and the mean of his 

three normalized mark area scores WD.s record.ed to the right of his other 

three scores. This process revealed the va.riability of each individual 1 s 

scores. 

The weighted intelligence sub-test scores of ea.ch pupil were re

corded on Wechsler-Bellevue forms. This gave each pupil a score for 

each of the eleven "/iechsler-:Sellevue sub-tests. Then, in order to make 

the sub-test scores comparable to the mark a,rea scores, the distribution 

of scores in each sub-test wa.s normalized by converting the originally 

recorded scores into "T" scores. Four-by-six cards were used to record. 

each individual's normalized sub-test scores. 

Rel~ting the intelligence sub-test data to ~ mark~ ds,ta.. In 

relating the sub-test data to mark a.a.ta, each area of marks was, d_ivided 

into two categories of varia.tion within the individual; one category 

consisted. of pupils with good marks in a given mark area,, and the other 

category consisted of pupils with poor ma.rks in the sa.me mark areB,. 

'I'hen, comps,risons were ma.de 'between the mean scatter of intelligence 



sub-test mean scores in the good pupil category e.nd the mea.n sce,tter of 

intelligence sub-test mean scores in the poor pupil category. The same 

technique was used for each mark area. 
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The compa,risons which were made yielded mea.11 scatter a_ifferences of 

deviation between the intelligence sub-test mea.ns in good and poor cate

gories of a given mark a.rea.. A sub-test which had a mean sca.tter devi

a.tion markedly above the sub-test mea..n in a good pupil category and had 

a mean scatter devia,tion ma.rked.ly below the sub-te.st mean in a poor pupil 

category was considered to be related. to achievement in the mark area 

from which the good and poor pupil categories were derived. 

The sub-tests which were associated in deviational agreement rela

tive to the mean scatter of the intelligence sub-tests in mark area 

categories were combined so as to form composite patterns of sub-test 

combinations. The composite abilities which represent each sub-test 

combination were called: Mental Ability A, Mental Ability E, and Mental 

Ability C. - The same techniques of relating the intelligence sub-tests 

to the ma,rk areas were used to rela.te Mental Ability A to ma.rks in 

English, Mental Ability E to marks in Mathematics, and Mentel Ability C 

to marks in Social Science. 

Statistical analysis of intra-ind.ividual ~ scatter ~- After 

the mental a.bili t~t areas were related. to the mark areas, the investiga,

tion proceeded to the development of intra-individual differences in 

each individual's ability to achieve in the three mark areas a.nd his 

ability to achieve in the three mental a'bili ty areas . Since int rs.

individual measurement of ea,ch individual demanded more exact data., the 

initial step was to recalculate some of the original distributions of the 

data so as to obtain new raw scores for each individual of the popula

tion. Then, the means and standard deviations of the three mark a,rea 
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distributior1s were equated, 1,md. means an.cl standard deviations of the 

three mental ability a,rea distributions were equ.,'3,ted, nzri scores were 

computed for each individual in each of the three mark area. distribu

tions and in each of the three mental ability distributions. Next, a,11 

of the 11 Z11 scores within each trait were normalized, sn(l ·~he normalized 

scores were record.ea. in tables. Also, the mean of each individual's 

three normalized. mark area scores was computed and entered in the table 

to the left of the three normalized scores; e,nd the mean of the three 

normalized scores was su·btracted f::r.om each normalized score and the dif

ferences entered in the table to the right of the three norm1,,lized scores 

to find the int ra-indi vi dual mean s ca.t ter of ea,ch indi vi d.u.al in. the mark 

areas of English, Mathematics, and Social Science. The seme technique 

of recording scores was used to find. the intra-indi vid.ual mean sca.tter 

of ea.ch individual in the mente,l ability areas of Mental Ability A, 

Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C. This procedure formed_ six new 

distributions of intra-indi viclual mean scatter, one distribution for 

each of the three mark areas and. one distribution for ea,ch of the three 

mente.J. ability areas. 

Uext, the means ana. the mean deviations of each mark area me:;m 

scatter d:i.stribution were equated, and the means and the mean deviations 

of ea.ch mental. ability area mean scatter a.istribution were equated. 

Then, mean devia.tiona,l values of mean scatter scores were computed for 

each individual in each of the three mark area mea..11 scatter distribu

tions and in each of the three mental ability area mean scatter distri

butions, Then, aJ.J. of the mean deviational values of mean scatter scores 

within each trait were normalized.. 

Fina,lly, each ind.i vi dual' s mean deviational value of mea.n scatter 

in English, Mathematics, and SociaJ. Science, and. his norn1al:i.zed mean 



deviationa.l value of mean scatter in English, Mathematics, and Social 

Science were recorded in the same table. Likewise, another te,ble we,s 

made to record each individual's mean deviationa1 value of mean scatter 

in Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C, and his 

normalized mean deviational value of mean scatter in Mental Ability A, 

Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C. At this point, the intra-indi-

vidua.l scatter patterns of mark data were ready for comparisons with the 

intra-individual scatter patterns of the intelligence test data. 

Inter-trait comparisons were made by comparing the pa,ttern formed 

by each individusi 1 s normalized mean deviational values of mean scatter 

in English, Mathematics, and Socia1 Science with the pattern formed by 

the sa.me individual I s norma1ized mean deviational va1ues of mean scatter 

in Mental Ability A, Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C. The sta-

tistical significance of the patterns was tested by chi square of inde-

pendence in contingency tables, and by contingency coefficients. 

Cross validation. The cross validation study wa,s ma,de in order to 

discover whether the results of the original investigation would hold in 

another research popu1a.tion, W'i th one exception, the methods a.nd tech-

niques of analysis used in the cross validation study are the same as 

those used in the original study; the method of normalizing distribu

tions of standa.rd scores was omitted.1 The findings essentially con-

firmed what was found in the original data. 

Results and Interpretation 

The results of this investigation were obtained from testing intra-

ind.ividual relationships between mark area,s and mental ability areas on 

1see Chapter VI. 



the nuJ.l hypothesis. In each comparison between mark data. a,nd mental 

ability data, the statistical significance of the rela,tionship was found 

as follows: chi square we,s computed from the tabulation of scores in 

contingency tables; degrees of freedom2 for the data in ea.ch contingency 

table were computed, a.nd the significance of the difference was found by 

reference to statistical tables;3 then, the contingency coefficient was 

computed, and the sjgnificance of the contingency coefficient was esti

mated by reference to the computation of its standard error. 4 

In reporting the results, each reference to the significance of the 

difference denotes the level of significance between degrees of differ

ence in the intra-individuaJ. ability of pupils to achieve in mark area 

scores and the intra-individual ability of pupils to achieve in rnenta,1 

ability scores. The contingency coefficient mea,sures the extent to which 

the differences found in chi square computations tend to be in agreement. 

Each reference to the contingency coefficient denotes the ratio of rela

tionship between degrees of d.ifference in the intra-individual ability 

of pupils to achieve in mark area scores and the intra,-individual ability 

of pupils to a.chieve in mental ability scores • .A. sUJllma,ry of the results 

follows. 

Results. The results were obtained from investiga,tion of data. in 

two separate popl11ations, the original population and the cross valida

tion population. 'l'he results consist of findings in terms of the basic 

hypotheses, and findings in terms of the three sub-hypotheses. 

2:a:enry E. Garrett, Statistics~ PsycholoQ: ~ Education, p. 241. 

3Ibid., p. 242. 

4Ibid., p. 360. 
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The intra-individual scatter patterns of marks in English, Me,the

matics, and Social Science are essentially related. to and dependent on 

the intra-individual scatter patterns of scores in Mental Ability A, 

Mental .l-1.bility B, and Mental. Ability C; the significance of the differ

ence is ,001 in the original population al'.1.d. .001 in the cross va,lidation 

population; the contingency coefficients are ,381 and .411 in the origi

nal population and )~55 in the cross validation population. 

The component intra-individual mean scatter of marks in English is 

essentially related to and dependent on the component intra-individ.ual 

mean scatter of the f:LCores in Mental Abili t;y- A; the significance of the 

difference is .001 in the original population and .01 in the cross vali

dation population; the contingency coefficient is .493 in the original 

po:pula.tion and .502 in the cross va.ltdation population. 

The component intra-individual mea.n scatter of marks in Me.thema,tics 

is essentially related to a,na. dependent on the component intra-indivich1aJ. 

mean scatter of the scores in Mental .Ability B; the significance of the 

difference is .•. 02 in the original popula.tion and .001 in the cross va.li

dation population; the contingency coefficient is .421 in the original 

population and .617 in the cross validation population. 

The component intra-individual mean scatter of ma.rks in Social 

Science is essentially rela.ted to and dependent on the component intra.

individual mean scatter of the scores in Mental Ability C in the origi

nal popula,tion, but the relationship is inconclusive in the cross vali

dation population; the significance of the difference is .04 in the 

original population and. .07 in the cross validation popula:bion; the 

contingency coeffici.ent is .408 in the original population and .362 in 

the cross validation population. 



Interpretation. With one exception,5 ail of the chi square scores 

are statistically significant. This means that the differences between 

the scatter patterns of ms,rks and the scs.tter patterns of mental alJili

ties are not random6 (i.e., not by chance), but are true differences and. 

that the mean scatter of marks tends to be in agreement with the differ-

ences in the mean scatter of mental abilities. The level of significance 

in chi square indicates the confidence with which one can expect achieve-

ment in one trait to differentiate success or failure of achievement in 

another trait. 

All of the contingency coefficients are statistically significant: 

therefore,· it ca.n be stated with confidence tha,t relationships of agree-

ment between the scatter patterns of marks and the scatter patterns of 

mental abilities were not found by chance. Contingency coefficients 

show that intra-individual ability to achieve in mark areas is related 

to intra-individual ability to achieve in mental abiUty areas. 

Al though the analysis of the data suggests ca:use and effect rela-

tionships between marks in mark areas and mental abilities, the question 

of which is cause and which is effect stands as a.n apriori one, 

5The exception is the significance of the difference between marks 
in Sociei Science and scores in Mental Ability C of the cross valida.tion. 
This relationship is inconclusive in the cross va.J.idation and does not 
confirm the relationship found in the original study; however, this 
finding does not necessarily negate the relationship found in the origi
nal popula,tion. See 11 Conclusions11 in Chapter VI. 

6If the differences were random, a comparison between a given mark 
area distribution of plus am minus mean scatter and a. given mentei 
ability area distribution of plus and minus mean scatter would tend to 
cancel the differences between the two mean scatter distributions. If 
the differences were not random, 'but were in agreement, the plus mean 
scatter of one distribution would tend to agree with the plus mean scat
ter of the other distribution, and the minus mean scatter in one distri
bution would tend to agree with the minus mean scatter in the other dis
tribution in a positive relationship of a,greement; or conversely, would 
tend to agree in a negative relationship of agreement. 
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indepena.ent of statistical methods. If these relationships exist, ma,rks 

cannot be construed a.s being the cause of mental abilities; marks must 

necessarily be the effect and the mental abilities the cause, 

The relationships between marks in mark areas and mental abilities 

suggest that within the research populations, patterns of intra-individual 

deviation in mark areas are, in part, the resu.l t of pa,tterns of intra-

individuaJ. deviation in mental ahility areas, and that intra-individual 

sca,tter patterns of ma,rks in English, Mathematics, and Social Science 

can be predicted from intra-individual scatter patterns of scores in 

Mental. Ability A, Mental Ability B, and Mental Ability C. However, the 

value of the predictions would depend on the reliability of the sub-test 

combinations of the v7echsler-Ilelle-vue from which the mental abilities 

were derived. 

A crude estimation of the reliability of the mental abilities was 

made from the following tabulation:7 

Test-Retest Correlation and Sta.ndard Errors of 
Measurement for the Bellevue Scale 

Subtests 

Information 
Digit Span 
.Arithmetic 
Similarities 
Vocabulary 
Picture Arrangement 
Picture Completion 
Block Design 
Object Assembly 
Digit Symbol 
Verbal IQ, 
Nonverbal IQ, 
Fu11 Scale IQ 

Correlations 

• 86 
.67 
.62 
,71 
.88 
.64 
.83 
.84 
.69 
.so 
.84 
.86 
.90 

S.E. meas • 

.68 
1.68 
2.06 
1.22 

.73 
1.82 

.95 
1.10 
1.31 
1.06 
3.96 
4.49 
3.29 

(Source: G. F. Derner, M. Aborn., and A.H. Canter, 11 The 
Reliability of the Wechsler_..Bellevue Sub-test Scales, 11 

Journal of Consultii:i:g Psychology, (Vol. 14, 1950), pp. 
172-79~ -

7Frank s. Freeman, Theory and Practice !?..f PsychologicaJ. Testing, 
(New York, 1955), pp. 175-77, 



The average reliability of .the sub-tests within each mental ability and 

the average reliability of the eleven sub-tests of the full scale were 

computed. The average reliabilities found were: Mental Ability A, 

• 735; Mental Ability :B, • 763, Mentel Ability C, • 737; and the full scale, 
• 

• 753, If the average reliability of • 753 for the full sca,le ga.ve a 

test-retest correlation of .90, then by prorating the number of sub-tests 

in each mental ability area in relation to the eleven sub-tests of the 

full scale and by interpola.ting from the full scale relia.bili ty of • 90, 

the estimated test-retest correlations of the mental abilities were found 

to range between ,76 a.~d .80. Although this estimate is not a high 

degree of reliability, it is nevertheless above the average reliability 

of the individual sub-tests; and since the cross validation essentially 

confirmed the results of the original study, the differential prediction 

of marks from mental e,bilities should yield rea.sonably relia,ble resu.lts. 

Conclusions 

Since intra-individual scatter patterns of mark area scores were 

found to be related to intra-individua,l scatter patterns of mental abil-

ity scores, and since mark area scores are measures of ma,rks and mental 

ability scores are measures of intelligence, then intra,-individua.l sca,t-

ter patterns of marks a.re related to intra-individual scatter patterns 

of intelligence. Also, since the relationships between intra-individual 

scatter patterns of marks and intelligence were found to be statistically 

significant within the research populations~ these rela,tionships a,re 

considered characteristic of the resea.rch populations. Therefore, it 

is concluded that characteristic relationships exist between scatter 

patterns of marks and scatter patterns of intelligence. Furthermore, 

since all of the component intra-individual mean scatter rele.tionships 
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of mark areas and menta.l abilities are statistica1ly significant in the 

original population and only one relationship was inconclusive (not 

negative) in the cross validation population, it is concluded that char

acteristic relationships exist between marks in English a,nd Mente.l Abil

ity A and between marks in Matherna,tics a,nd Mental Ability B, and may 

exist between marks in Socia1 Science and Mental Ability C. 
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